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By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
The Murray Main Street
Board of Directors decided
Tuesday to postpone the official
decision to purchase the
Higgins House/Library Annex
from the Calloway County
Public Library until after the
city of Murray's budget is finalized.
The adjusted proposed budget
for Fiscal Year 2012-2013 calls
for a 5 percent reduction to the
Murray Main Street appropriation, from $25,000 to $23,750.
The original proposal presented
to the city finance committee
called for a $10,000 reduction to
MMS appropriations, and a
three-year phase out of all funding.
Board President Lisa Clinton
said MMS is still likely to purchase the Higgins House. The
organization has budgeted
$2,000 in its current 2012 budget toward historic preservation
of the building. However, she
added that waiting until after the
city budget is finalized will
allow the board to make a better-informed financial decision.
The first reading of the budget
is currently planned for the
Murray City Council's May 24
meeting.
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The National Weather Service
Wednesday: M ostly sunny,
with a high near 82. Light west
northwest wind.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 57.
Calm wind.
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 83. Calm wind.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 61.
Friday: Mostly unny, with a
high near 86. South wind
between 3 and 5 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 63. Calm
wind becoming south southeast
around 5 mph.
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Two cranes lifted the Eggners Ferry Bridge replacement span into place Tuesday. The span was set into place at 2:42
p.m., said Keith Todd, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet spokesperson. Hall Contracting workers have now begun efforts
to place reinforcing steel and forms to allow a concrete deck to be poured on the 322-ft. structure. The company is under
contract to complete the bridge by Memorial Day, or face stiff penalties.

Dozens of residents turn out for Planning Commission
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Planning Commission voted
Tuesday to recommend two separate zoning
districts for a property at the northeast corner of Robertson Road and Ky. 94 after
nearby residents packed the council chambers to voice their objections to developing
the area.
The 27.39-acre property is owned by RPS
Properties, Inc. The owners have requested
that it be annexed into the city limits, and

the Murray City Council approved the first
reading of the ordinance to annex it last
Thursday. The Planning Commission was
tasked to recommend zoning on the property if it becomes annexed.
Matt Jennings and Doug Lawson spoke on
behalf of RPS during a public hearing to
discuss the zoning. Jennings said he was
requesting the northern 20.52 acres be
zoned as R-4 (multi-family residential) and
that the remaining 6.87 acres be zoned as B4 (medium density business). Lawson said

that in the past conversations he and
Jennings had with the planning commission,
they had addressed issues of green space.
water retention and safety.
Bob Rogers. superintendent of Murray
Independent Schools, and Kennith Bargo,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools, both spoke in favor of the project.
Rogers said both school districts planned to
use part of the property to build a new career

III See Page 2A

By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court approved the first reading
of the .2012-2013 Fiscal Year
budget Tuesday at its regular
session at the Calloway County
Judicial Building.
The $13.5 million draft budget includes a $3.98 million general fund, a $2.85 million road
fund and a $1.9 million jail
fund. The remaining portion is
marked for use toward the construction of a new jail. The proposed budget also includes a 3
percent cost of living adjustment for fiscal court employees.
Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins said he
has received word from the city
of Murray that the city will be
discontinuing its $25,000 contract with the county to enforce
the, local animal ordinances,
including the city leash law.
"Beginning July L we will, as
always, enforce state statutes
anywhere inside the county,
including the city of Murray,"
said Elkins. "But we will discontinue enforcement of the
city leash law and other city
ordinance that day."
Elkins also recommended the
fiscal court assume the $2,500
the city had paid to Calloway
Emergency
County
Management for maintenance
of sirens and general emergency
management support inside city
limits. In its current budget
plans. the city will discontinue
that payment, effective July 1.
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tial college during a search
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Jan. 31.
Staff Writer
Young said the judicial
David Wilson, a former
Murray State University stu- board consists of faculty, staff
dent who recently pleaded and students. It voted to allow
guilty to misdemeanor charges Wilson to re-enroll in classes
related to having pipe bomb- if he chooses. Young said
making materials in his Hester Wilson was present at last
Hall room, has been granted week's hearing and several
permission to re-enroll in uni- people spoke in his defense.
versity classes if he wants.
"He was able to give his side
Mike Young, assistant vice of the story and have witnesspresident of student affairs, es on his behalf speak,- Young
said the decision was voted on said. "He had already plead
by the university's judicial guilty to the misdemeanor
board during a hearing last charges, so this was just about
week. Wilson, a resident of
sanctioning."
Florissant, Mo., pleaded guilty
Young said that if Wilson
last month to four counts of
chooses to re-enroll, he would
second-degree wanton endanonly be allowed inside buildgerment in a plea agreement
was taking
Commonwealth's ings where he
with
libraries
university
the
classes,
Attorney Mark Blankenship.
not
would
He
halls.
dining
and
Wilson was sentenced to 12
residential
months diverted and a condi- be allowed inside
tional discharge for two years. colleges or to participate in
Murray State Police had any extracurricular activities
reported finding a black pow- on campus.
Young said he did not know
der mixed with ammonium
or not Wilson planned
whether
nitrate, a pipe and fuse in
Wilson's room in the residen- to enroll in classes.

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times

LYNN GROVE FIRE: Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel respond to a burning restaurant on Ky. 94 West near Lynn Grove around 10 p.m. Tuesday. A sign on one of the structure's
walls said the business was called Gatos Kitchen. CCFR Chief Tommy Morgan said there
were no injuries and no one was in the building at the time of the fire. No other details were
available before press time.
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brother Steve died in a collision
2007, said there were beautiful
homes in the area and that it didn't seem right to put commercial
From Front
development in the middle of it.
and technical center. He said the
Kevin Qualls said he feared that
location was about one mile away setting the zoning for commercial
from both high schools. Bargo properties would cause other
said the districts planned for the development to come into the
building to be attractive and have area, creating a "snowball" effect.
limited parking. He said students Greg Heath of Stonegate Drive
taking classes there would be said he thought commercial
required to ride the bus and would development would do a lot to
not be allowed to drive their cars "destroy the character of that
there.
area."
During the public hearing,
In rebuttal, Jennings said he had
many residents of nearby subdivi- been working with the state to try
sions objected to developing the to make the intersection safer. He
property because of the history of said he also believed that the projcollisions at the intersection of ect had put the safety issue on the
Ky. 94 West and Robertson Road state highway department's radar.
North. Phil Bryan said he and his
Commission attorney Mike
wife had witnessed seven or eight Pitman said members were only
major accidents - four of them tasked with recommending zonfatal - in front of their house. ing for the property, not approvRichard Campbell said he had ing any project that might take
moved into Briarcrest recently place there. City Planner Candace
and that he had noticed people Dowdy said that if the city counrunning through red lights at the cil decided not to annex the propintersection, especially in the erty, the city would have no say
afternoon when the sun's glare on what could be built there.
makes it hard to see the traffic
After the hearing was closed,
light. Greg McReynolds, whose John Krieb made a motion to rec-

•Planning...

in

ornmend that the city council
zone the property as R-2 (single
family residence), as several in
attendance had requested. The
motion received loud applause
from the crowd, and Loretta Jobs
seconded the motion, but it failed
4-5. Jeremy Boyd, Amber
DuVentre, Tom Kind, Marc
Peebles and Kevin Perry voted
no, while Krieb, Loretta Jobs,
Mary Anne Medlock and Ed
Pavlick voted yes.
Boyd then moved to recommend that one tract of land be
zoned as R-2 and the other zoned
as B-4. The motion passed 8-1,
with Jobs voting no.
In other business, the commission:
• approved the final plat for a
residential planned development
project(PDP)on Utterback Road.
• approved the final plat for a
residential PDP at Lot 48 in the
Cambridge subdivision on
Princeton Drive.
• held a public hearing to
review the preliminary plat for a
residential PDP at Lot 49 on
Princeton Dr. No one spoke in
opposition.
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POLICE OFFICERS REMEMBRANCE: The Murray Police Department joined other departments this week in observing National Police Week. Pictured is a wreath outside the department in honor of the Fraternal Order of Police local Lodge 23.

III Fiscal Court..
From Front

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

Residents living near the intersection of Robertson Road North and Ky. 94 West packed
Murray City Hall's council chambers Tuesday to voice their objections to the property being
zoned for commercial use if annexed into the city. Pictured above, attendees of the meeting
applaud a speech from one of the homeowners.

Elkins said many appropriations remain the same as in the
2011-2012 Fiscal Year budget.
Further adjustments and consideration will be taken to the proposed budget ahead of the second reading in June, said Elkins.
In other business:
• Magistrates passed a resolution to apply for a Community
Development Block Grant
(CDBG) on behalf of Need
Line. If received, the grant
would go toward expanding the
organization's facilities.
• A request by Calloway
County Clerk Ray Coursey to
move forward with a 3 percent

cost of living adjustment for his Lane from the local record of
.30 miles (Department of
deputy clerks was approved.
• The fiscal court also Transportation record .298). to
approved the closure of George .304 miles.
• The hiring of two seasonal
Key Lane, a .24 mile gravel
road. According to an independ- road department employees was
ent review, the road serves no approved.
• Bobby Stubblefield and
direct access to private or public
spaces, and its closure should Steve Lax were re-appointed to
cause no inconvenience. A sign serve on the Weaks Community
will mark the road as a private Center board.
• The Fiscal Court adjourned
drive,"George Key PD."
• Following a public hearing, regular session to hold two
magistrates approved the use of executive sessions, one for liti$5,000 of Local Government gation and the other for personEconomic Assistance Aid nel. No action was taken in open
session.
toward the county road fund.
•The June Fiscal Court meet• The -Calloway County Road
System record was amended to ing date was changed to June
correct the length of Spicebush 14.

Nebraska
sets stage
for Kerrey,
Fischer race

Murray man faces drug charges

a

Kelly Barnes,
APRN,CPC,CPC-H,CPMA

Primary Care Medical Center is
pleased to welcome Kelly Barnes to
our medical staff.
Kelly brings with her a passion for
the diagnosis and treatment of
health-related issues.
Kelly graduated Sum Cum Laude
with a Bachelor of Science in
Nursing from University of Tennessee Martin. She is a Murray
State University Graduate with a
Masters of Science in Nursing as
a Family Nurse Practitioner.

Staff Report
A Murray man is facing multiple drug charges after police
stopped his vehicle on Monday.
According to Murray Police
Department spokesman Sgt. Scott
Chris
Officer
Svebakken,
Greenfield arrested Apollo
Tolmie, 29 of Murray, after a traffic stop of his vehicle resulted in
nine charges. Tolmie was originally stopped for driving with
expired registration, but police
later charged him with possession
of a controlled substance in the
first degree; possession of marijuana; possession of drug paraphernalia; possession of a controlled _ substance in the second
degree; prescription controlled
substance not in proper container
(second offense); promoting conirart'w 4.46.-

Dear

M.IMMO

traband; unlawful possession of a
meth precursor; carry _a concealed
weapon; and driving with expired
registration plates. Tolmie was
alleged to be in possession of
Ephrine Plus, lithium batteries,
and ammonium nitrate which are
all methamphetamine precursors.
Svebakten said Tolmie was
also reported to be in possession
of a pipe with methriphetamine
residue on it, hydrocodone pills,
powder cocaine, marijuana, and a
large butterfly knife. Police also
said he was in possession of a
digital scale and $152 in cash.
Tolmie was lodged in the
Calloway County; Jail.
Individuals facing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
guilty.

PHILIP ELLIOTT
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
tea party-backed Republican
lawmaker in Nebraska will
square off against former Sen.
Bob Kerrey this fall in the state's
U.S. Senate race, as Democrats
look to hold onto the Senate seat
and control of one part of
Capitol Hill.
In Tuesday's Republican primary, state Sen. Deb Fischer
rode a wave of discontent with
the GOP establishment to best
Nebraska Attorney General Jon
Bruning, the preferred candidate
of Washington, D.C.-based
Republicans, and Treasurer Don
Stenberg in a race that drew
national attention from outside
groups in its final, unpredictable
weeks.
The outcome underscored
years-old divisions within the
GOP, and set the stage for a
competitive general election
race that could determine the
balance of power in the U.S
Senate.
Fischer's victory marked also
another win for the party's antiestablishment movement just a
week after a tea party-supported
Richard Mourdock beat Indiana
Sen. Richard Lugar in that
state's GOP primary.
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Calloway Taxpayer:

Did you know, come January 1, under Obama, if
you make $50,000 a year and have a family of four
—YOUR TAXES GO UP $1,750 a year?
Come hear Dr. Winfield Rose, professor at MSU,
speak on "VOTER FRAUD IN THE NATION" this
Monday, May 21st at 6:00 p.m. at the Main Street
Library in Murray.
Sponsor by the Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway
County (The Tea Party) according to Dan Walker,
Program Chairman.
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HOMECOMING
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 St. Rt. 121 North •(270) 489-2219

Please call 270-759-9200 to schedule an appointment. Primary
Care welcomes Kelly to the our
Medical Staff. She is now seeing
patients at Primary Care Medical
Center at 1000 South 12th Street,
Murray, Kentucky.

ng New
1000 South 12th St. I 270.759.9200
www.PrirnarvCareMedicalCenter.com

May 20, 2012
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Speaker: Danny Herndon
New Concord Church of Christ
SERVICES SCHEDULE
Sunday Morning Bible Study
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship
/0:/5 a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship
1:30 p.m.
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Kentucky

News in Brief
Historic library gets funding for restoration
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A state grant will help restore a
historic library that had fallen into disrepair in western Kentucky.
Lt. Gov, Jerry Abramson presented a $500.000 C'ommunitv
Development Block Grant on Monday to leaders in Christian
County. The money will go to restore the Hopkinsville Carnegie
Library, which was built in 1914 in the Classical Revival style.
The building served as the community's library for 63 years, but
has deteriorated since it was vacated in 1977.
The grant will help repair structural components of the building
and preserve its historical integrity so that it can be adapted for
future use.
Abramson says the project is about more than bricks and mortar.
He says "it is about preserving the past and investing in the community's future."

Medicaid provider reverses drug decision
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Allen's 1872 History of (Breckinridge was also a
Kentucky. "He belonged to a Confederate secretary of war.)
family which has added luster
- Berry Craig is a professor of
to our State and country - in the history at West Kentucky
senate, upon the bench, at the Community and Technical
bar, and before popular assem- College in Paducah and is the
blies." He was distantly related author of True Tales of Oldto John Marshall, perhaps the Time
Kentucky
Politics:
most famous chief justice of the Bombast. Bourbon and Burgoo.
Supreme Court.
Hidden History of Kentucky in
Marshall was one of many the Civil War, Hidden History of
politicians turned generals on Kentucky Soldiers and Hidden
both sides in the Civil War. History of Western Kentucky.
Most of them didn't do espe- The books are being sold to
cially well on the battlefield. raise money for scholarships at
Breckinridge and Union Gen. WKCTC. They are available by
John
A.
Logan,
a contacting Craig by phone at
Murphysboro. Ill. native, are (270) 534-3270 or by email at
among
the
exceptions. berry.craig@kctcs.edu.

Divided We Stood: Kentucky in the Civil Wall

FRANKFORT, Ky.(API
A Medicaid provider has reversed
its decision to discontinue paying for an expensive medication that
helps drug addicts.
Attorney Anna Whites told the Lexington Herald-Leader
(http://bit.ly/lUgEWO )she was notified Monday by lawyers for
Medicaid pnrider Coventry Cares that it will continue to pay for
Suboxone (sub-OKS'-ohn). Whites represents SelfRefind, which
operates addiction treatment centers in Kentucky.
Coventry spokesman Mat Eyles said in an email Monday that
the company will continue covering Suboxone and similar medicines and has asked to meet with the state, SelfRefind and others
to talk about the best practices for addiction recovery treatment.
Suboxone is often given to opioid addicts who are dependent on
drugs such as OxyContin and Vicodin. Coventry last week notified
patients who receive Suboxone that it wouldn't pay for treatment
after the patient's current prescription expired.

Former player charged with sex abuse
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A former Kentucky player has been
arrested in Lexington and charged with sex abuse and sodomy.
WLEX-TV reports that 25-year-old Michael James Porter was
arrested early Tuesday morning. The station cites court documents
that state Porter allegedly had sexual contact with two underage
girls that he met while serving as a group leader during a church
function.
The Fayette County Detention Center's website lists Porter as an
inmate, but it did not have details on whether he had an attorney.
Porter played at Kentucky for three seasons, from 2006-2009,
but left in his junior year to spend more time with his wife and
child. During his igSt year, he played in 36 games, averaging 4.1
points and 2.5 assists per game.

Army opens jobs in combat to women
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)— Starting this week, women
will be assigned to serve in Army combat battalions under a pilot
program in a move that more accurately reflects how women have
been serving alongside infantry units on the ground in Iraq and
Afghanistan for years.
Under the policy change announced earlier this year, female officers and non-commissioned officers will be assigned to combat
units below the brigade level. The 4th Brigade Combat Team at
Fort Campbell is one of the first nine brigades selected to test the
new jobs for,women.
Col. Val Keaveny .
Jr.ohe trigade commander, told The
Associated Press for the last decade it has been common to have
women temporarily attached to the combat units and serve alongside them and this provided a bigger pool of talent in his units.

Was Humphrey Marshall the
`resigningest' Rebel general?
By BERRY CRAIG
Rebel
Gen.
Humphrey
Marshall of Kentucky was a
legend in his own mind.
On this date in 1862, he figured his recent victory over the
Yankees at the little battle of
Princeton, Virginia, now West
Virginia. was big enough to earn
him a big command.
The Rebel brass kept him in
southwestern Virginia. So he
threatened to quit.
He followed through in June.
1862. But Marshall changed
his mind, returned to the army
and resigned for good in June,
1863. He wound up the war
back in politics, as a
Confederate congressman in
Richmond, Virginia, the Rebel
capital.
Marshall's ego was as big as
his belly. He was one of the
portliest generals in the Civil
War. Born in Frankfort in 1812,
Marshall also stepped to his
own drummer, like his famous
grandfather, Kentucky pioneer
Humphrey Marshall Sr.
Early Kentucky was staunchly
Jeffersonian. But Marshall Sr.
was a rock-ribbed Federalist. He
was also an avowed atheist who
fought a duel with Henry Clay,
Kentucky's most popular politician ever.
Marshall Jr. was a Whig and
"Know Nothing- congressman
before the war and was also
U.S. minister to China. But he
supported pro-slavery Southern
Democrat John C. Breckinridge
of Kentucky for president in
1860.
Though Kentucky refused to
join the Confederacy. Marshall
land Breckinridge)
A West Point graduate and
Mexican-American War veteran, Marshall
became
a
Confederate general in 1861. So
did Breckinridge, whose military career was considerably
more
illustrious
than

Marshall's.
Marshall
could be persuasive.
He
recruited several Rebel soldiers
in
devoutly
Unionist eastern Kentucky
Craig
yet was less
successful as a
battle
captain. Brigadier
General James A. Garfield, a
future president, beat him at
the Battle of Middle Creek, in
Floyd County, Ky., on January,
10, 1862. Marshall had to
retreat into
southwestern
Virginia.
Marshall's loss and the
Confederate defeat at the Jan.
19, 1862, Battle of Mill Springs,
in Pulaski County, Ky., enabled
the Union army to win eastern
Kentucky and subsequently
drive into Tennessee.
Marshall was back in uniform
in time for him to join General
Braxton
Bragg's ultimately
unsuccessful
invasio,n
of
Kentucky in the summer and
fall of 1862. After Bragg lost at
Perryville on Oct. 8, 1862, and
left the state. Marshall saw no
more significant service.
He was evidently a more
effective politician, though he
represented a state that never
seceded. Created in November,
1861. Kentucky's Confederate
"government" had no legal
standing and represented the
minority viewpoint in every
region of the Bluegrass State
except the far western Jackson
Purchase, dubbed "Kentucky's
South Carolina" for its deep
Cln the Confederate House,
Marshall "distinguished himself...as a debater and an orator,
equaling
similar
honors
achieved by him previously in
the Congress at Washington
City," according to William B.
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Crews fight high winds
battling Arizona wildfire

CROWN KIV\IG. Ariz. (AP)
— High Winds increased the
acreage of a northern Arizona
wildfire Tuesday. but also blew
flames away from an historic
mining town.
Utilities offering $30 for used appliances
The blaze near Crown King
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP).— People in 79 Kentucky counties can
began on private land Sunday
make a few extra bucks if they're ready to get rid of an old refrigand has burned about 2? square
erator.
miles Tuesday with zero containment. Fire officials said
Louisville Gas and Electric Co. and Kentucky Utilities Co. are
winds estimated at 35 mph
giving $30 for a properly recycled refrigerator or freezer.
pushed the size to an estimated
The companies say older-model units use nearly twice the ener1,700 acres.
gy each year compared with new refrigerators. The companies'
The fire has destroyed two
energy efficiency director, David Huff, says the project will not
buildings and one trailer,
only reduce customers' energy usage but also keep appliances out
Prescott
National
Forest
of landfills. Huff says almost every part of the appliances will be
spokeswoman Debbie Maneely
disassembled and recycled.
said. Authorities believe the
A trained collection team will come out to pick up the appliance.
blaze was started by a structure
and residential customers can recycle up to two in one year.
fire on private property.

Bank of Cadiz Congratulates
Terah Goins!
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Winner of the MSU Basketball 2012-2013 Season Tickets
through the Bank of 9idiz Slam Dunk Promotion!
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Obama as war
candidate
AP NEWS ANALYSIS
By DAVID ESPO
WASHINGTON(AP) — As slogans go, President Barack Obama's
promise of the "light of a new
day" in Afghanistan isn't nearly
as catchy as the "Mission Accomplished" banner on the USS Abraham Lincoln the day President
George W. Bush announced the
end of major combat operations
in Iraq in 2003.
One was jubilant, conveying
triumph — prematurely so, as
more than 4,000 U.S. combat
deaths over the next several years
demonstrated. The other, more
restrained, optimistically cites
progress toward an ultimate victory over the terrorists who attacked
the United States more than a
decade ago.
Yet the take-away messages fit
the political circumstances of the
president in office at the time.
Then it was Bush prosecuting an
Iraq war that was intensely controversial from the outset.
Now its Obama seeking re-election in a campaign against Mitt
Romney that is anything but certain, polishing his credentials as
commander in chief.
The polls all say the economy
will be the overarching issue this
fall, but Obama can hardly be
blamed for wanting the singular
triumph of his term — Osama
bin Laden's death at the hands of
U.S. special operations forces —
to gain plenty of attention.
After all, the death of the terrorist leader got equal billing with
the slowly recovering economy in
Vice President Joe Biden's own suggested campaign slogan: "Osama
bin Laden is dead and General
,Motors is alive."
As a political strategy after three
years in office. blaming Bush for
the war in Afghanistan is probably not any better than trying to
saddle him with responsibility for
the economy.
Still, Obama chose to reprise
his 2008 campaign criticism of
Bush's war policy in his brief 10minute address from Bagram Air
Field on Tuesday night.
"Despite initial success, for a
number of reasons, this war has
taken longer than most anticipated," he said, beginning his account
neutrally before pivoting.
"In 2002, (Osama) bin Laden
and his lieutenants escaped across
the border and established safe
haven in Pakistan," this president
said, referring to the battle at bra
Bora. "America spent nearly eight
years fighting a different war in
Iraq."
But over the past three years,
he said, referring to his own time
in office: "The tide has turned.
We broke the Taliban's momentum. We've built a strong Afghan
security force. We devastated alQaida's leadership. taking out 20
of their top 30 leaders. And one
year ago. from a base here in
Afghanistan, our troops launched

the operation that killed Osama
bin Laden."
Romney decided he wanted no
part of it.
In a written statement issued
as Air Force One carried Obama
homeward, he said he was pleased
the president had returned to
Afghanistan, and that the troops
and the American people deserved
to hear from him what is at stake
in the war. "Success in Afghanistan
is vital to our nation's security,"
he said.
It was a different Romney earlier in the weOek, struggling to
outmaneuver Obama in the runup to the anniversary of the bin
Laden's death.
In fact, Obama and Biden had
set him up over the course of a
week.
"We know what President
Obama did," Biden said in New
York last week, referring to the
decision to send Navy SEALs to
bin Laden's lair in Pakistan. "We
can't say for certain what GrtNi.
Romney would have done."
An Otfama campaign web video
soon followed, including a quote
from a 2007 Romney interview
in which he said it was not worth
"moving heaven and earth spending billions of dollars just trying
to catch one person."
Answering on NBC's "Meet the
Press" on Sunday. Romney senior adviser Ed Gillespie said the
president's team had gone a step
too far. "I think if President Obama
had said — even though he said
we wouldn't spike the football at
the time of this momentous occasion regarding Osama bin Laden
— had said, 'I'm proud of this,'
I think people would have said
he should be proud of this. ...
"It's the extra iteration. It's the
attack that Gov. Romney wouldn't have done it," Gillespie said.
On Monday, Romney himself
-answered..
"Of course" he would have
ordered bin Laden killed, he said.
"Even Jimmy Carter would have
given that order." Intentionally or
not, that resurrected memories of
a Democratic president who once
ordered a rescue mission for American hostages held in Iran that
ended in disaster.
From the East Room of the
White House, Obama challenged
his rival's truthfulness as well as
his national security chops.
"I assume that people meant
what they said when they said
it," he said, referring to Romney's
2007 interview. "That's been at least
my practice. ... I said that I'd go
after bin Laden if we had a clear
shot at him, and I did. If there
are others who have said one
thing and now suggest they'd do
something else, then I'd go ahead
and let them explain it."
David Espo covers politics for
The Associated Press.
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History and time subject to confluence
With the recent university
graduation and the all-too-fast
approaching of our daughter's
Murray High School graduation this Friday, I can't help
but think of how so many
streams seem to have converged at this exact time to
make this celebratory moment
such a watershed event in the
lives of our students. Among
the schools Cammie Jo's classmates will be attending are Murray State University, the University of Louisville. the University of Kentucky, Bellarmine
University, Georgetown, and
Centre in Kentucky, and colleges and universities as fartitnitaS efielJnii(ersitjt of Neva:'t tar Itegas, 'West Point,
Duk.6,2*.:MiSs-,„*.1isou State,
and Holy. Cross outside the
state. Lexie Ward, a concert
violinist, will study at Belmont
University, my alma mater.
When I was a student at
Belmont, majoring in history,
my Western Civilizations textbook was titled "The Mainstream of Civilization," a thick
tome that I marked up with
underlinings and marginalia in
an attempt to digest its contents. I still own the book, and
just today I lifted it from an
upper shelf in my History
Department office to thumb
through its pages. Only a brief
perusal of the hefty volume
brought back a confluence of
memories about my undergraduate college days at Belmont:
about lugging the book on the
team bus, taking it along to
study on away basketball trips;

about taking the book across
the campus to the library to
find a quiet corner to prepare
for a quiz or examination; and
about the course itself, my
favorite course at Belmont.
The course was called -The
Western World," and it counted as two course credits. We
met each day of the week,
Monday through Friday, and
it was team taught by Professor Albert Wardin, a history
professor, and Professor Virginia Cheney, a professor of
literature. Dr. Wardin came in
on Mondays and Tuesdays to
teach a particular period of
history - Mesopotamia, the
Greeks. the Roron010,0W.<-47ifitI
then Professor
y rnt With
us on Wednes
tV5-:
days to discuss the literature
of whatever period of history
we were considering that week.
On Fridays, both professors
Wardin and Cheney came to
the class together to lead a
free-wheeling discussion of the
week's topic. It was all very
invigorating, very intense, and
very challenging. But we
learned a great deal about the
major civilizations of the world,
and about the confluence of
many of those civilizations.
I use the word -confluence"
because of the image suggested by our textbook of "a mainstream of civilization," and
because I just completed a rereading of Eudora Welty's "One
Writer's Beginnings." the great
southern writer's memoir about
her childhood and the beginnings of her calling to be a

writer.
I picture
myself
standing in
the middle
of a stream
with waters
rushing by
me. I am
aware that
upstream
various trib- Home and
utaries have
Away
fed into the
By James
mainstream
Duane Bolin
and
now Ledger & Times
there is a
Columnist
confluence
of those streams into one mainstream. History is like that. All
of these tributaries of the past
- the Greeks, the Romans,
Africa, China, India, the Reformation, the Renaissance, the
Enlightenment —all of these
tributaries have fed into the
mainstream of civilization, and
now we are the result, we represent the confluence of all of
that.
At the end of "One Writer's
Beginnings," Eudora Welty
wrote. -I'm prepared now to
use the wonderful word confluence, which of itself exists
as a reality and a symbol in
one. It is the only kind of
symbol that for me as a writer
has any weight. testifying to
the pattern, one of the chief
patterns. of human experience."
In her novel, "The Optimist's
Daughter," Ms. Welty describes.
the confluence of the Ohio and
the Mississippi Rivers, a confluence that my family and I

have also experienced. "When
they were climbing the long
approach to a bridge after leaving Cairo, rising slowly higher until They rode above the
tops of bare trees.' she wrote.
"she looked down and saw the
pale light widening and the river
bottoms opening out, and then
the water appearing, reflecting
the low, early sun. There were
two rivers. Here was where
they came together. This .was
the confluence of the waters.
the Ohio and the Mississippi."
And then Ms. Welty likens
that confluence of rivers to the
confluence that is our history,
our memory. "Of course." she
wrote, "the greatest confluence
of all is.flaat which makes up
tbejoknan, memory - the individual human memory. My own
is the treasure most dearly
regarded by me, in my life
'and in my work as a writer."
"Here time, also, is subject to
confluence." And then she
writes, so eloquently and so
beautifully, "The memory is a
living thing - it too is in transit. But during its moment, all
that is remembered joins, and
lives - the old and the young,
the past and the present. the
living and the dead." I am
sure that I cannot fathom all
the implications of Eudora
Welty's statement, but I know
that truth, as well as beauty.
resides there.
Duane golin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. He may
he reached at JBolin@murraystate.edu.

Who will put out the Wall Street fire?
In an interview with Charlie Rose, when big banker
Jamie Dimon said, "Buying a
house and buying a house on
fire are two different things,"
the audience laughed and Mr.
Dimon grinned and shrugged.
That was in 2008, when Dimon
seemed charming, if a bit tousled, as he discussed how his
company, JPMorgan Chase,
saved Bear Stearns by purchasing the 85-year-old company for a measly $2 a share.
Only a year before. Bear's
shares sold for $170 each, but
with the firm on the brink of
bankruptcy because of big losses on. investment-linked mortgages. the Federal Reserve provided financing for the transaction with JPMorgan Chase_
At that time, Dimon was viewed
as a knight in shining armor,
or at least a guy with goodenough connections to step in
and snap up an 85-year-old
company at fire sale prices.
Although Dimon had long
been known to insiders in the
world of finance, after the
takeover of Bear Stearns his
public persona began gaining
recognition. He was a guest
on serious talk shows. like
Rose," and
"Charlie
he
addressed business groups all
over the country, sharing his

wit and wisdom with eager listeners.
Fast forward to last week,
however, when Dimon disclosed
a $2 billion loss - yup, that's
BILLION. A trading loss is what
it is called, though insiders
describe the move as a hedge,
a bet about how the economy
is or is not going to move.
Such risky strategies can yield
tremendous gains or devastating losses. Middle ground is
rare turf in such bets.
Publicly. Dimon blamed
"errors, sloppiness and bad
judgment" for the $2 billion
loss. He described the mistakes as "self-inflicted" wounds.
"This is not how we want to
run a business." he declared.
About a month ago, however. when reports of the extravagant hedging positions at
JPMorgan in London surfaced,
the same positions that caused
the $2 billion loss. Dimon
assured analysts in an April
13 conference call that their
concerns were "a complete tempest in a teapot."
Now if you have come this
far with me, you may be wondering why a column called
-Main Street" - which just two
weeks ago waxed eloquent
about high school proms - has
abruptly shifted focus to Wall

Street.
Here's
the answer:
Since
the
debacle of
the
mortgage meltdown
and
the massive
bailout of
big banks,
the fallout
Main Street
has affected
By Constance
Main Streets
Alexander
all over the
Ledger & Times
country and
Columnist
around the
world.
Despite the call for reforms:
that would curb careless and
dangerous speculation, proposed regulations have been
stymied by Wall Street and
political grandstanding that
insists we have to keep cutting taxes for the wealthiest
Americans. while slashing strvices and supports like student
loans and meals on wheels,
and let the free market rule.
Meanwhile, the earning gap
between executives like Mr.
Dimon and regular working
people like most of the rest
of us has become a chasm.
According to the nonpartisan
Congressional Budget Office
report from last October,income

inequality in the U.S. has grown
to the degree that the top I
percent of earners more than
doubled their share of the
nation's income over the past
thirty years. Whatever we have
lost in the "Great Recession,"
as is it now called, is not likely to be gained back.
JPMorgan Chase is not the
only firm to persist in engaging in risky trades. UBS lost
$2 billion recently because of
a reportedly Arogue" trader, and
MF Global collapsed. Adding
insult to those injuries, the
losses incurred by JP Morgan
Chase may be larger than initially estimated, according to
Dimon.
So I guess I am angry and
don't know who to hold responsible, but it seems to me that
somewhere, someone, or a
whole group of someones, is
fiddling while the financial
industry goes up in flames
And I'm wondering, in an environment where regulation has
become a dirty word, who is
going to put out the fire?
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@newware
comm net
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Obituaries
Anna Marie McCage
Anna Mane McCage, 70, of Murray, Ky., died Monday,
May 14, 2012, By ANGIE HATTON
at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Staff Writer
Mrs. McCage was born in Ferndale, Mich.,on Aug.
alloway County High
16, 1941, to the late
Robert Chesley Wilson and Edna Lee Grogan Wilson.
School
sophomore
She worked at
West View Nursing Home for several years in
Jessica Hiter, IS, recentthe business office and
later retired with the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
while working in ly earned the highest rank in
the business office. She was a member of New Concord
Church of Christ. Kentucky in her area in the
She is survived by her husband, Junior McCage, of Murray,
to whom National French Exam, and the
she was married on Aug. 11, 1962 in Murray; two
daughters, Sharla eighth highest rank on the
McCage, of Murray and Amy Neal and husband, Rob, of Lexington;
one national level.
sister, Inez Butterworth and husband, Jimmy, of Murray; one brother,
Bob
Hiter took the exam in March
Wilson and wife, lma, of Murray; two grandchildren, Ally
and Robby along with thousands of other
Neal, both of Lexington; one uncle, Charles Grogan and wife,
Deen, of students across the country. The
Murray; one brother-in-law, Ronald McCage and wife, Deanna,
of results were announced last
Hoschton, Ga.; as well as several nieces, nephews and cousins.
week.
Funeral services will be held Thursday, May 17, 2012, at 10 a.m. at
J.H.
She answered 63 out of a posChurchill Funeral Home with John Dale and Steven Hunter officiating.
Bunal to follow in the Hicks Cemetery. Visitation will be held from 5-9 sible 70 questions correctly,
placing her in the 90th perp.m. on Wednesday. May 16, 2012, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the centile. The exam, called "Le
American Heart Association, Att. Pat Latimer, 101 South Fourth St., Grand Concours" is an annual
Murray, KY 42071 or to New Concord Church of Christ, PO Box 319, competition sponsored by the
New Concord, KY 42076.
American
Association
of
Online
condolep.ges
can
be
made
at Teachers of French. Students are
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled divided up into categories based
by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
on their educational background. She took the exam in
William L. Bill Ridgley
the Level ID category.
William L. Bill Ridgley, 86, of Robinson, Ill., died Sunday, May 13,
Hiter said she is usually a con2012, at 5:50 p.m. at Crawford Memorial Hospital, Robinson, Ill., follow- fident test-taker, but this
exam
ing an earlier heart attack.
made her nervous.
He was born Jan. 1, 1926, in Bridgeport, Ill., to
Martin "Lehr" Ridgley and Agnes Geraldine (Walsh)
Ridgley. He retired, after 40 years of service in 1985,
from Marathon, refinery maintenance and was a member of Hebron Road Church of Christ. He served in the
PETER SVENSSON
Third Army Air Corps, W.W.II. He was a member of
AP Technology Writer
E.M. Coulter Post No. 69, American Legion: National
NEW YORK (AP) —
Rifle Association, a charter member of Othniel Looker
Chapter of the Sons of the American Revolution and Facebook's reach is wide but not
deep. Few users surveyed in an
B.P.O. Elks No. 1188, Robinson, Ill.
In addition to his parents. he was preceded in death Associated Press-CNBC • poll
Rldgely
by his wife, Mary Lou (Cassil) Ridgley, to whom he say they click on the site's ads or
was married Jan. 11, 1946 and who died Sept. 21, 2005.
He is survived by one son, Terry Ridgley and wife,
Jane (Watts), of Murray; two grandchildren. Martin
Ridgley and wife, Robyn (Meador), of Murfreesboro,
Tenn., and Jotp Ridgley and wife, Sarah, of Littleton, From Front
Colo.; four gat-grandchildren, Ethan Lehr Ridgley,
In other business:
Emma Grace Ridgley, Peter Ridgley and Philip Ridgley; one brother, Pat
• The board approved travel
E. Ridgley and wife, Louise, of Richmond; one brother-in-law, John R.
expenses for Deana Wright,
Cassil. of Coppel, Texas; one sister-in-law, Peggy Cupp,of Mahomet, 111.;
MMS executive director, to go
and eight nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be held Friday. May 18, 2012, at 11 a.m. at to Bowling Green for the "From
Dreams to Reality" workshop
Robinson New Cemetery, Robinson, Ill. Bill Greenwod will officiate.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to St. on Thursday. Wright will be one
Jude's Research Foundation or the American Heart Association. of the featured speakers. She
Arrangements are being handled by Pulliam Funeral Home, Robinson, Ill. said she will present on how to
This is a paid obituary.
restore a historic building, using
MMS's successful project to

C

"The listening section is harder than anything else," she said.
"And then we were doing it, and
I thought, 'I don't know any of
these.' ... And I kept going back
and staring at it, and staring at it.
I felt pretty good about it, but I
didn't think I was going to do
that well."
CCHS French teacher Linda
DeVoss said she was not surprised to see Hiter excel in the
national exam. Hiter showed
aptitude and affinity for the
French language from her first
experience in class, DeVoss
said.
"Jessica not only worked diligently in class, but she also
studied at home and asked
advanced level questions — she
felt the need to know as much as
she could about the French language and the Francophone
world," DeVoss stated.
Hiter had not taken any French
lessons until last August, when
she started in DeVoss' introductory French class. She chose to
take it over Spanish because she

said she always thought the language was "pretty."
-Most people say there are
more Spanish-speaking people,
so you should learn Spanish.
Well, a lot more people learn
Spanish, but you also need people who can speak French,
because there is a large population of people that speaks
French, so you still need people
who can translate between
French and English," Hiter said.
Pronunciation and spelling of
French have come easily to
Hiter. The hardest part, she said,
was remembering the idiomatic
parts of the language.
-Things don't translate exactly, and so it's hard to keep
straight that this is how I say it
in English, but it's different in
French."
There are around 30 students
in Hiter's French class, with students at introductory and intermediate levels mixed in together. Having a mixed group has
been helpful, she said.
"The upper level students help

affairs. She already has three
business classes lined up for her
junior year, she said.
DeVoss said two other CCHS
students took the National
French Exam and scored well Nathaniel Clause and Holly
Bland.

Lack of trust in Facebook may hold back ad sales
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Imogene Drinkard Palmer

Imogene Drinkard Palmer, 86, of Kirksey, Ky., died at 12:41 a.m.
Sunday. May 13, 2012, at her home.
She was a member of Kirksey United Methodist Church, the
Wadesboro Homemakers Club and was the co-owner and operator, along
with her husband, of Palmer Dairy Farm.
Mrs. Palmer was born Sept. 19, 1925, in Henry
County, Tenn.
She was preceded in death by her parents, the late
Dee R. and Lila(Hargrove) Drinkard; one granddaughter, Beth Leslie Fielder; four sisters, Mavis Brewer,
Jimmy Lee Carmichael, Velma Rose and Estelle
Lovett; and three brothers, Ortis Drinkard, J.D.
Drinkard and Branch Drinkard.
She is survived by her husband, Thomas Hugh
Palmer, to whom she was married Aug. 24, 1940; two
daughters; Carolyn Leslie, of Murray and Aileen Leslie
Palmer
and husband, Rev. Dan, of Kirksey; one sister, Betty D.
Coleman, of Murray; one brother, Paul Drinkard and
wife, Betsy, of Florida; four grandchildren, Bill Leslie and wife, Tracy,
Allen Leslie and wife, Michelle, Alison Chaney and husband, Tim and
Emily Burks and husband, Taylor; and seven great-grandchildren.
Services will be held at 1 p.m. Wednesday, May 16, 2012, at BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home with the Rev. Kendrick Lewis and the
Rev. David Allbritten officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens. Visitation was held from 4-8 p.m. Tuesday, May IS, 2012, at the
funeral home.
Serving as pallbearers will be Bill Leslie, Allen Leslie, Frankie Leslie,
Chris Eldridge, Tim Chaney and Gentry Barnard. Music will be provided
by Kirksey United Methodist Church choir.
Online condolences can be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Kirksey
United Methodist Church, P.O. Box 8, Kirksey, KY 42054 or MurrayCalloway County Hospice, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home.
(The number of times published or the length ofone or more of the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.)
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buy the virtual goods that make
money for it.
More than 40 percent of
American adults log in to the
site — to share news, personal
observations, photos and more
— at least once a week. In all.

rehabilitate the Wallis Drugs
building on Main Street.
• Lance Allison, Promotions
Committee chair, told the board
that the first day of the
Downtown Saturday Market
was a success. Sixteen of the 25
vendors registered for the market were on site for the opening
day, he said. The market is open
every
Saturday
through
October.

some 900 million people around
the world are users. But many of
them don't have a very high
opinion of Facebook or trust it
to keep their information private.
If Facebook the company were
a Facebook user, it would have a
lot of virtual friends but not
many real ones, the poll suggested.
Users' distrust limits the value
of the site's ads. Advertisers
want to target their messages to
the people most likely to
respond to them. And the more
Facebook knows about us, the

better it will be at tailoring those
ads to our interests.
Yet in the poll of U.S. adults
published Tuesday, only 13 percent said they trust Facebook
"completely" or "a lot" when it
comes to keeping their personal
information private. A majority,
or 59 percent, said they trust
Facebook "only a little," or "not
at all."
Users' desire for privacy and
Facebook's need to target advertising aren't necessarily opposing interests. Facebook doesn't
expose information about its
users directly to advertisers.
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Starting At '2499
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. -.12,650.85 - 44.50 HopFed Bank*...-......_....7.25 - 0.50
Air Products
81.92 • 0.96 1 B M
199.07 -0.37
Apple
353.38 - 4.69 Intel
26.90. 0.11
AT&T,Inc.
.33.35- 0.18 Kroger
22.15 • 0.37
BB&T
30.75 • 0.39 Mattel
32.00 + 0.12
Bank of America
7.30 • 0.05 NIcDonalds ..............__ 91.01 + 0.13
Briggs & Stratton
17.25 + 0.03 Merl(
.37.74- 0.48
Bristol !st.,ers Squibb
12.98 + 0.07 Microsoft
10.26. 0.41
Caterpillar
92.66 • 0.94
J.C. Penney
33.32 - 0.22
Chevron Texaco Corp 100.90 - 1.04
Pepsico, Inc.
67.85 + 0.70
Daimler Chrysler
47.98 • 1.20
Pfizer, Inc.
2230 - 0.28
Dean Foods
14.84 + 0_34
Regions Financial
6.32 -0.14
Exxon-Mobil
81.79 - 0.33
Sears
Holding
..........52.97
Corp
+ 0.27
Ford Motor ...,........._.........l0.14 .0.1$
Time
Narner
.....................3
5.28
- 0.29
General Electric
18.40 • 0.20
(
S
Bancorp
.—._..._
......31.30 • 0.26
GlaxoSmithKline ADR A5.46 • 0.13
65.62 • 0.46
Goodrich
124.98 + 0.10 33ellPoint Inc
69.32 + 0.25
Goodyear Tire & Rubber .10.19 -0.41 Vial-Mart

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (L-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753-3366 I 800.4441854
Hours 8.00 a.m.-5.00 p.m. M-F
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• 3-In- Cutting system
• Automatic braking
system
• bclustye Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler tri
Kawasaki engines

TTIAN Zero-Turn Mowers

Starting at 5299

GM Moro
Mew Imrth
Ilruort.

• Fully Welded, to gauge
mowing deck
• Heavy-Duty frame tof superior
strength And du rabaity
• Large delve tues out.,
additional stability

•Installment 4oan otter ..ubjeu to credit appooyae and deals,participation through Aprti 30,
2012 on qualified nen Toro Equopnynt purchased in tlx U.S No down payment oequored
aionxttion tee ot 123 n ill be adikK1 i° pelotas.- babano Si.
pang*aeon lot s °nylon..
details on trot and oft*,evadable finanonq °phony 6'24 or 36 equal monthey payments of
17% or 2 78% of amount einanced based on 0% KPlit —*Se equal monthly payments of
I 114% amount hrsaleed bated on 3 99% APR

MURRAY HOME hi AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST
MURRAY, KY
270-753-2571
fl
,

•

sea

rag+,,1.r•

Here's an idea that's
always in GOOD taste!
Open afire personal orfree business checking account' at Heritage Bank and get

Sunbeam pizza stone set! Any way you slice it, you'll find that Heritage Bank
offers you a unique combination of cutting edge products backed by a century
of customer service. And isn't that what you want from your bank?
FREE checking! FREE gift! From your neighbors at Heritage Rank!
'Requires a $100 minimum deposit to open account.

HERITAGEBANK
WWW.•ANKWITNNICRITAOR.CON

ught•tit

FDIC
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Discussion group
meeting scheduled
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public
Library and Fort Donelson
National Battlefield community
discussion group will meet
Sunday, May 20, from 3-4:30
p.m. in the library's meeting
room.
The group's featured book for
May will be "The Class of 1846:
From
West
Point
to
Appomattox" by John C.
Waugh.
Waugh,author, drew from letters, diaries and personal
accounts to create a collective
biography of the West Point
class of 1846, a class that produced ten generals on the Union
side and nine on the Confederate
side. The Class of 1846 follows

PADUCAH,Ky.— According
to the National Center on Elder
Abuse,elder abuse refers to any

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

This sittmer we will be seeing a lot
of shorts They are a big trend right now
from dressy tiacasula..
You need to coOsider a few factors
when purchasing shorts. Your height is
a factor. Taller women can wear slightly longer styles and petite women look
best in shorter shorts.
Shorts in a stretch fabnc are more fitted and help create curves. All cotton or
linen fabrics give more of a structural
look.
The slimmer leg opening looks best
on boyish shapes. A-line and looser
look better on fuller thighs.
We have a nice selection of shorts
this season in narrow lengths and styles.
The colored jeans are still a trend
with coral and royal blue being the
favorites. 'Hie colored jean styles will
also be a big fall trend in darker colors.
We have received some cute new hot
pink embellished knit jacket and tops
that are the perfect weight to wear now.
We are selling a lot of fun dresses for
summer that can be worn dressier or
with a flat sandal just for fun.
Congratulations to Dr. Ten Prince.
who won the Lisette pants at our
Mother's Day Sale. These are our
favorite pants, capn's and shorts.
New merchandise is featured on our
Facebook page every week, as well as
what's going on in the store such as promotions and special sales. Be sure to
click on "Like" to be registered for each
week's giveaway.
Congratulations to Joyce Hurt, who
won this week's giveaway.
We still have 25-50% racks with new
merchaiallse added early.
Stay tuned to this week's fun and
fashion report...
(2:
4S,ornsl
VOTED MURRAY'S
wimps ,
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2011
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DATEBOOK
4-H Robotics Camp set
Robotics Camp,for sixth through ninthgraders, will be held May 22 and 24, from
3:30-6:30 p.m. at the Calloway County
High School Technology and Engineering
Lab. The cost is $25. Deadline to sign up
is Friday, May 18. Class size is limited.
Camp scholarships are available through
United Way. For more information call
Glum Harper, Calloway County Extension
Agent for 4-H, at 753-1452.

the classmates through their
four rigorous years at the
Academy, and their subsequent
military careers though the
Mexican War, the Indian Wars
on the Great Plains and the Civil
War.
The discussion will be led by
Doug Richardson,chief of interpretation for Fort Donelson
National Battlefield.
Copies of the book are available, free of charge and while
supplies last, to those who wish
to participate in the discussion
group. Interested persons may
request a copy at the library's
circulation desk.
The discussion group is free of
charge and registration is not
required.

Datebook

CCPL to be closed
Jessica Morris,
The Calloway County Public Library will
Community
be closed May 21-23, while training for a
editor
new automation system is held. They will
also be closed on Memorial Day, May 28. CCPL would like
to thank the public for their patience.
CCMS SBDM Council will meet
The Calloway County Middle School-Based Decision-Making Council will hold a special-called meeting Wednesday. May
16, at 4 p.m. in the school's media center. This meeting is
open to the public.

Free computer classes to continue
The public is invited to attend free computer classes, "Beginning Computer" on Thursdays, May 17 and 24, from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and "Computer Maintenance and Repair" on
Tuesday, May 22, from 5-7 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Call 753-2288 for information and registration.

FCC to hold movie night
The community is invited to a movie night at First Christian Chuech, 1 1 1 North Fifth St.. Murray, for a "Faith & Film"
showing of "The Lion King," on Friday, May 18, at 7 p.m.
For more information call 753-3824.

knowing, intentional, or negli- Berry and James
gent act by a caregiver or any
Jack and Michelle BerrY•,
- ,of Nation. announce the engagement
other person that causes harm or
and
upcoming
marriage
of th'et .dacighter. Kara Ashley Berry to
a serious risk of harm te a vulGospel singing to be held
Janson
Ray
lames,
trIteof
40thony and Janet James,of Murray.
Pastor Tommy and Sister Audra Oatsvall invite the public
nerable adult. A seminar,offered
Miss Berry is the granddaughter of John and the late Wanda to attend The Open Door Church, Camden, Tenn., on .Saturby the Older Adult Ministry of
day, May 19, at 7 p.m. for a Southern gospel singing featurthe Paducah District United Hamilton,of Marion and James and Wanda Berry, of Marion.
ing Ivan And Jamie Hodge and Bro. Randy Crowder. There is
Mr.
James
is
the
grandson
of
James
and
Charlene
Freeman.
of
Methodist Church, will be held,
no
charge for admission but a love offering will be received.
Cadiz
and
Ray
and
Mary
Jane
James,
of
Marion.,
Thursday, May. 31. from 9 a,m.
The bride-elect is a 2009 graduate of Crittenden County High 'For more information' call (731) 6143-0910.
to 3:20 p.m. at Reidland United
Methodist
Church. 5515 School and a 2012 graduate of Murray State University.
Dance class to be offered
Reidland Road,Paducah.
The groom-elect is a 2009 graduate of Crittenden County High
A low impact dance class will be held every Thursday at
6 p.m. in the Woodmen of the World Hall, located on the corSpeakers will be Amanda School and a 2012 graduate of Murray State University.
-The-wedding will take place at 2 p.m. Saturday. June 9, 2012, at ner of Fourth and CC Lowery streets. For more information
Sokan, assistant profeskir of
call (731) 445-0080 or 753-3508 All ages are welcome.
Gerontology from Kentucky Oakland Manor in Hopkinsville.
State University, the Rev. Frank
Invitations will be sent.
Knit-wits.,will meet Friday
Queen, chaplain of Lourdes
The Knit-wits knitting froup will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in
Hospice and Heather Owens,
the Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library.
nurse practitioner from Lourdes
Knitters of all levels are welcome. For store information acall
Hospice. Various vendors will
Dot at 753-4803.
Special to the Ledger
also be present to share informaThe Murray and Calloway County community will host the 86th
Reformers' Unanimous to meet
tion and door prizes will be
Make
A Difference Day Saturday, March 17, at the Murray State
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program,
given.
University's Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. meets every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at.Eastwood Baptist Church.
Those encouraged to attend
Paper and cardboard of all types, to benefit both resource centers, The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more inforinclude nurses, social workers,
mation or a ride, call 753-1834.
clergies, persons working in will be collected. The Lion's Club will colleceryeglasses, the
WATCH
Center
will
collect
aluminum
cans,
Court
Appointed
programming for older adults
Civil War meeting to be held
The next Foil Donelson Civil War meeting will be held
and older adults: however, any 'Special Advocates (CASA) will collect cell phones, West KY
age and/or persons are invited. Mentoring Inc., will have a bin for ink jet cartridges and Angel's Thursday. May 17, at 7 p.m. in the Cumberland Room of the
The cost is $15, which includes Attic will collect clothes. The police and sheriffs department will Stewart County Visitors Center in Dover, Tenn!'Mike Manning
combine efforts to take in prescription drugs. Plastics, tin cans and will speak about "They Fought Like Veterans: Civil War in
lunch and materials.
Indian Territory." Round table meetings are free and open to
To register, call Cathy glass will also be gathered, as well as bins provided for used motor
the
public. For more information call John Walsh at (931)
Burkhead at (270) 898-4250. oil. Battery collection of A.B,C,D will be available. Books will be 801-5129.
The
gathered
for
recycling
to
benefit
community
education.
Vida McClure at (270) 6533352. The deadline for registra- Kiwanis Club will collect unwanted shoes. For more information
Senior CSFP pick up food day Thursday
Senior Commodity Supplemental Food Program pick .t.ip food
tion and payment is Thursday. call the Murray Family Resource Youth Service Center at 759-9592
day will be Thursday, May 17, from 10:30 a.m. to noon. For
or the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.
May 24.,
more information call Need Line at 753-6333.

Summer in the
Park to begin
Special to the Ledger
Free lunches will be served to
all children through age 18 at
Chestnut Street Park, Murray.
during Summer in the Park, to
be held May 29-July 13.
Lunch will be served from 11
a.m. to noon, Monday through
Friday. Educational programs
will be held from 12-1 p.m.
Children under nine must be
accompanied by an adult. Meals
are supplied by the Murray
•See

Stroke/Brain Injury group to meet
The Murray Stroke/Brain Injury support group will meet
Thursday. May 17, at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center for Health and Wellness classroom. Heather
Richmond, MCCH registered dietitian, will speak about "Eat
This... Not That!" RSVP to Cheryl Cnauch at 762-1557 or
cherylscrouch@yahoo.

Antique automobile club to meet
The Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America, will meet at Pagliai's, Murray, on Thursday, May 17, at
6 p.m. The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique
vehicles. For more information call Terry Ridgley at 753-1829
or Heward Brandon at 753-4389.
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HOMESCHOOLERS DEBATE: Area homeschoolers recently
held the Homeschool Novice End-of-the-Year Parliamentary
Debate at Calloway County Public Library. The debate topic
was This house believes that the U.S. should intervene in
. another nation's struggle for democracy." Pictured is the winning team, Ben Thome, left, and Alex Thome.

Playhouse in the Park will host a free poetry clinic for ages
16 and up on Thursday, May 17, from 6-9 p.m. Participants
will explore what makes poetry fun. For more information
contact Angie Hatton at (270) 217-4832 or email mynameismissunderhill@hotmail.com.

Wrangler's Riding Club to meet
The Wrangler's Riding Club will meet Thursday. May 17,
at 7 p.m. at Bethel United Methodist Church, 2465 Bethel
Road, off U.S. Hwy. 80, east of Murray. All members and
interested people are urged to attend.

Gown MEETING MAY 20-23 • GOSPEL MEETING MAY 20-23 • GOSPEL MEETING MAY 20-23

Are you looking for a place to study the Scriptures? 011
2 Are you searching for a place to worship God in spirit and
I truth?(John 4:23-24)

111
.4

;Do you want to feel wanted, needed,and loved?
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Would you like to form new and life-long friendships?
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The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday, May 17, at 11 a.m. at August Moon, Murray,
for rebognition and installation of officers. Devotion will be
led by Judy_ Stahler and the hostesses will be the officers. All
members are encouraged to attend.

PIP to host free Poetry Clinic

northwest Tennessee.
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brate thei
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Home Department of MWC to meet
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For nearly three generations.
Murray Woman's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentucky and

Mr.an

'Make A Difference Day'set

Thr Something For Everyone Store

305 South 120 • Mums,KY • 7534441
www.dkkolley.com

email: communitynews.murrayledger.ese

Cnyayemen/

Elder abuse seminar
to be held Thursday.
Special to the Ledger

nr,

Do you see a need te get into the Apostle's Doctrine,

0,* fellowship, breaking of bread, prayers, and songs w/o
mechanical instruments of music?(Acts 2:42)(Acts 20:7)
(Col. 3:16)

Sandra SE '<alley's Dance Studio
present ..

The Hottest
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Your Search Is Over!
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Mr.and Mrs. Lynwood Morris in 1942
Mr. and Mrs. Lynwood Morris will celebrate their 70th wedding anniversary on
Sunday, May 20. 2012. from 2-4 p.m. at
their home near Bell City. All family and
friends are invited to attend. The couple
requests no gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris were married May
13, 1942, at the home of Bro. Sam Martin,
,the pastor of First Baptist Church, Murray.

Mr.and Mrs.Lynwood Morris in 2012

Their attendants were Jane Morris and
Glindel Reaves.
Mrs. Morris is the former Euple Nadine
Jetton. She is the daughter of the late Orville
Jetton and Ola (Darnell) Jetton. Shil is a
retired bookkeeper. flower arranger and
homemaker.
Mr. Morris is the son of the late Elwood
Morris and Effie (Pryor) Morris. He is a

retired farmer and bank director.
The couple have two children, Dedra
Henderson and husband. John and Darlene
Fry and husband. Harold, both of Sedalia.
They have three grandchildren. Jamey
Henderson,of Sedalia, Vonya Day,of Olive
Branch. Miss., and Vickie Henderson. of
Silver Spring, Md.. and four great-grandchildren.
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RELAY FOR LIFE DONATION: Woodmen of the World lodge 728 recently donated a check
in the amount of $100 to the 2012 Relay For Life of Calloway County. Pictured, first roo/ from
left, are Jan Marvin. lodge 728 member: Nancy Buchanan, field representative; Jacque
Marvin, lodge 592 member: second row, Michael Burgdolf, Barry Newsome and Shawn Hale,
field representatives.

hursday

pick 'up food
to noon. For

ieet

's Club will
oon, Murray,
ition will be
officers. All

Independent SL.iiOOIS Food
Service.
Monday's
meals,
Or
Marvelous Mondays.. will be
served by Calloway _Resource
%Centers. Tuesday's meals, or
Twisted Tuesdays, will be
serftd by Murray Resource
Centers. Wednesday's meals, or
Water Wednesday, will be
served by University of
Kentucky
Cooperative
Extension Service 4-H and
Calloway
County
Soil
Conservation
District.
Swimming will be offered from
12-3 p.m. on June 6. 13. 20,and
27; on these days lunch will be
served on the Playhouse beck.
Thursday's meals, or Try It 4-H
Thursday, will be served by UK
CES 4-H and Calloway County
Soil Conservation District.
Friday's meals, or -Fur and
Feather Friday. will be served by
West Kentucky Mentoring Inc.
There will be no program or
meal on Wednesday. July 4. For
more information call Michelle
Hansen at 762-7333, Ginny
Harper at 293-1558 or Julie
Stone at 759-9592. Sponsored
by
Community
Resource
Centers, local non-profit and
church youth groups.

Mr.and Mrs. Harold Phillips
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Phillips. of Murray, will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Saturday. May 19, 201t. A family celebration is planned.
The couple were married May 19, 1962, by the late Rev. RJ.
Burpoe in Murray. Mrs. Phillips is the former Faye Sholar. She is
the daughter of the late Rymon and Louise Sholar.of Bumpus Mills,
Tenn. She is employed at Briggs & Stratton.
Mr. Phillips is the son of the late Ernest and Cozy Phillips. of
Murray. He is retired from Phillips Clean Up Shop. where he was
the owner and operator.
The couple have one daughter, Lisa Allbritten and husband. Keith,
of Murfreesboro. Tenn.. and one son. Kevin Phillips. of Murray.
They have three grandchildren. Adam. Ellen and John Allbritten,of
Murfreesboro,Tenn.

Photo provided

BETA CLUB DONATES TO RELAY FOR LIFE: Calloway
County High School Beta Club President Safiah Hassan, center. and Vice President Hailey Harrison, right, recently presented the CCHS Relay Team Captain Rosanne Radke. left,
with a $1000 check. The money was raised from the Beta
Club's annual Calloway Idol Talent Show of which Hassan
was this year's winner.
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NCE ART CONTEST WINNERS: Susan Wilson, financial advisor with Edward Jones, poses
with North Calloway Elementary winners of the "Favorite Place in Our Community- art contest.
hosted by Wilson's office in Murray
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THE COMPLETE
HEALTH IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IS BACK!

ay. May 17,
2465 Bethel
nembers and

In just 30 days this June you can:
• Reverse and normalize diabetes
• Reduce stroke risk factors
• Normalize blood pressure
• Lower your risk of heart attack

• Lower cholesterol by 10-20 percent
• Enhance your overall quality of life
• Eat more food.. and still lose weight

To learn more, join us
for a FREE one-hour information session:
May 21
May 23
May 24
May 30

....2:00 pm
....2:00 pm
....6:30 pm
....6:30 pm

73V.15 Gt)
made 'pbssible by
Dr. Anita Torok

...Weaks Community Center
....Weaks Community Center
....Calloway Co. Public Library
....SDA Church

607 Poplar St. Murray
607 Poplar St.. Murray
710 Main St., Murray
1408 Sycamore St.. Murray

THREE-HOUR CANOE TRIP? NOT WITH
STOMACH TROUBLES.

lackson Purchase
Medical Center
...,:Kksonpircha,e corn

This is a nonprofit program. A program lee is charged to cover materials and expenses.
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PREP BASEBALL: MURRAY HIGH 13, CRITTENDEN CO. 1

Tigers score 10 runs
in first, beat Rockets
GROGAN SCATTERS ONE RUN OVER
SIX INNINGS TO EARN WIN

RICKY MARTIN /Ledger & Times
Murray High's Grant McDonald slides safely into second base after a double on
Tuesday afternoon against Crittenden County. McDonald and the Tigers scored 10
runs in the first inning to claim a 13-1 victory over the Rockets on senior day.

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Murray High head coach
Mike Johnson was hoping his
Tigers would find their bats
before the start of next week's
Fourth District Tournament.
If Tuesday night was any
indication, Johnson can call off
the search party.
After a week-long stretch
where the Tigers scored just 10
runs in five games, Murray
High matched that total in one
inning on Tuesday night, taking
down
visiting
Crittenden
County 13-1 on senior day.
After holding the Rockets

PREP BASEBALL: CALLOWAY CO. 6, HOPKINSVILLE 1

scoreless in the top of the first
inning, Murray High exploded
for 10 runs in the home-half of
the frame, taking control of the
game and surprising Johnson a
bit.
"You don't ever expect to
score that many runs in the first
inning," Johnson said, "especially against an excellent team
that you saw just last week. We
got a little momentum though,
they made a couple of errors
and then we had a couple of
good hits, and the next thing I
know we've got 10 runs on the
board.
"That takes the pressure off

of everybody."
Sawyer Lawson and Zach
Grogan walked to lead off the
inning for the Tigers, then John
Lollar singled to center field to
load the bases.
Clean-up man Austin Adams
hit a fielder's choice to the
short stop, plating Lawson for
the day's first run.
Aaron Wilson then drove in
Grogan's courtesy runner .
Mitchell Handegan on a hard
hit ball to first base, moving
Adams to third.
Wilson eventually moved to
second on a walk by Grant
McDonald, then Adams scored
on a single by Carver Lawson
to keep the bases loaded.
Austin Blakely singled to
•See TIGERS, sA

CLASS 2A FIRST REGION TRACK MEET

Senior moment

•See LAKERS,9A

JACK KEES Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Lilly Lowe clears the bar during
Saturday's high jump competition at Paducah
Tilghman. Lowe won the event.

Lakers shine
at regionals
against the clock, trying to
improve with every event ati the
young team continues to grow.
"Success is predicated on us
getting better and better,"
DeBella said. "I don't know what
the future brings, but they'll go
run, and we'll continue to
advance and improve their time.
By JACK KEES
"They are very young, but if
Sports Wnter
they stay with it and continue to
The Calloway County track
put the effort in, every year
team participated in the Class 2A,
they'll get better and better."
First Region championships
The Calloway girls finished
Saturday at Paducah Tilghman,
second in the meet behind the
where each athlete or relay team
host Tilghman. however the
was trying to reach Friday's state
Tornado rolled through all other
championship event at the
competition on the way to 179
University of Louisville. Each
entrant needed to finish in the top points, 102 more than the secondplaced Lakers, who notched 77
two of their event at the regional,
points in the event.
or be in the top 10 of the remainThe Calloway boys didn't
ing finishers from across the state
have
quite the success of the girls.
to advance..
as they finished tied for sixth with
The Lakers will send seven
teams or entrants, consisting of 38 points, while Tilghman won
13 athletes to attempt to bring the with 166.
The Lady Lakers won several
young team a state title.
Lakers head coach Joe events, including the 4x800 relay
DeBella's philosophy is to run
▪ See TRACK,9A

CALLOWAY WILL
SEND 13 ATHLETES
TO FRIDAY'S
STATE MEET

JACK KEES / Ledger & Times
Calloway County senior ace Dylan Dwyer delivers this pitch to home plate on
Tuesday afternoon against Hopkinsville. Dwyer earned the win for Calloway County.

PREP SOFTBALL: MURRAY HIGH 13, MAYFIELD 3

Lady Tigers use seven-run sixth inning for win
MURRAY HIGH WINS TWO-STRAIGHT
AS POST-SEASON PLAY APPROACHES
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Rick Grogan refers to it as
'the streak.'
Whatever you call it,
Murray High's eight-game losing skid from April 24 to May

10 looks to be long behind the
Lady Tigers now.
After picking up a comefrom behind, 11-9 victory over
Ballard Memorial on Monday
night, the Lady Tigers put
together an even more impres-

sive encore performance on
Tuesday. rolling past the
Mayfield Lady Cardinals on
senior day by a score of 13-3.
The Murray High, offense
appears to be back on track,
and no one is happier about
that fact than Grogan.
"We really weren't struggling the whole time offensively during the streak, some of
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DWYEii SHINES
AS LAKERS
TAKE DOWN
HOPKINSVILLE
ON SENIOR DAY
By JACK KEES
Sports Writer
The Calloway County baseball team celebrated their seniors last night with a 6-1 win
over visiting Hopkinsville of the
Second Region.
Dylan Dwyer took the
mound for the last time at Laker
Field. and allowed only three
hits and one run while striking
out 15 and walking two. The
University of Kentucky signee
also went two-for-three with a
double and a walk from the
plate.
"It was a good night, they're
a pretty good team, but this gets
us ready for Marshall County,"
Dwyer said. "We're really looking forward to Marshall County
on Tuesday, so this was a good
prep game for that, and we're
finally getting our swings
together.
"It was actually overall a
great night."
The Lakers notched 10 hits
and plated six runs in the outing,
as Hopkinsville only managed
to strike out two.
Head coach Zach Hobbs said
this was a good team win
against a good team, and served
its purpose as a tune-up for the
district tournament coming up
next Tuesday.
"Our approach at the plate
today was much better," Hobbs
said. "In both games (Saturday
and last night) we've faced very
good pitchers, and we're going
to face a very good pitcher
against Marshall.
"I like our approach, we did-
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our hits just weren't falling, but
Since that time, however,
these last two days they've Murray High is just 7-11, but
started to," Grogan said. "Bad have now strung together twoand good hitting is contagious, straight wins for the first time
and now it looks like we are since April 16-17.
hitting the ball well and have
On Tuesday afternoon, it
things maybe rolling again."
took some time for the Murray
The Lady Tigers opened the High offense t%get rolling, but
season on a tear, winning their once it did, the Lady Tigers
first eight games of the 2012 were impressive in the home
schedule.
finale.

Julia Curtis and Liz Grogan
each finished the day 3-for-5,
as Murray High scored three
runs in the second inning, three
runs in the third then seven in
the sixth for the win.
Curtis delivered the gamewinning, walk-off single to
right field in the bottom of the
•See LADY TIGERS, 9A
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From Page 9A
sixth, capping off an eight-hit,
seven-run inning.
Chelsea Hill and Shelby
Moss also each recorded a
multi-hit game, as the pair went
2-for-4 in the win.
Curtis had four RBI's in the
victory, while clean-up hitter
Morgan Huston had two as she
continues her return to the diamond.
Huston, who missed almost
a month with a broken foot, has
come back from injury on a
tear with the Lady Tigers,
something Grogan said has
helped get Murray High rolling
once again.
"(Huston's) bat in the middle of the lineup just deepens

Ise

the order so much more,"
Grogan said. "No one on our
team drives the ball more consistently than she does.
"It's nice having her on the
mound, but it's imperative that
we have her in the middle of
the lineup."
Huston went the distance for
Murray High in the circle on
Tuesday, and gave up just five
hits and three runs in her six
innings of work.
The senior also stuck out
seven of the 28 batters she
faced.
Huston's return has sparked
an already impressive pitching
rotation, one that not only features a talented Lexie Harper,
but also Curtis.
With those three arms,
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Grogan said he like the Lad)
Tigers' chances as they move
toward post-season play.
"We can go either way that
we feel like gives us the best
.... ,..
1
.matchup with our opponent,"
4.1.
1 mesni .. •
Grogan said. "We can go with
Lexie, Morgan or Julia, and we
feel good about that and good
about our depth.
"Whoever it is. though, is
going to have to come up with
one big game next week."
The Lady Tigers will travel
to Caldwell County today for
the season finale, and will then
set their sights on Calloway
County, their opponent in the
semifinals of next week's
RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
Fourth District Tournament at Murray High's Lexie Harper slides Into third Tuesday afternoon, trying to beat out a
Murray High School.
throw to the bag in a 13-3 win over Mayfield.

0
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From Page 9A
n't strike out a whole lot, which
is what we've been working on
all year, and we'll continue to
have to look at that. So hopefully they're learning that it
dosen't take a whole lot, we hit
a lot of base hits, a lot of doubles and that's our approach, a
base hit at a time."
Dwyer and catcher Caleb
Brannon had a tough time getting started in the game, as
Hobbs said there was some
issue with a mixup in signs.
"Dylan is very tough to
catch, and I think we were getting crossed up on some signs,
but they got it figured out,"
Hobbs said. "Caleb's a great
catcher for us, and he'll continue to be a good catcher for us."

The two teams were score- in the fifth when Paschall Scored
less
through
two,
and on a groundout by the designatHopkinsville scored their only ed hitter and Cowen scored on a
run in the top of the third on a Conner Wagner double.
dropped third strike the catcher
Dwyer said Hobbs got out
couldn't come up with.
the pitching machine this week
The home half of the third in preparation for the tough
allowed the Lakers to open the pitchers the team will face in the
flood gates when senior Clint upcoming tournaments.
Craig shot a single to right,
"He (Hobbs) was just crankTyler Greer walked, and Wade ing it up and at the beginning we
Carter hit an RBI single to left were whiffing," Dwyer said.
to bring Craig home and tie it "He said 'all you've got to do is
up. Dwyer singled next, and get your front foot down early, a
was replaced by courtesy runner nice, simple. compact swing,'
Aaron Collie, then Hugh and once we got together, it
Paschall had an RBI single that showed out here, everyone was
brought around Greer and hitting the ball well.
advanced the batters. Carter
"So I just simplified it like
added another run on a wild coach Hobbs said and put the
pitch, then Garrett Cowen sin- barrell to the ball."
gled to bring around Collie.
"It's something we have, and
The Lakers added two more we've used it a lot," Hobbs said

of the machine. "We're just getting it out a little bit more with
them. It's something we've
tried, and some teams can handle it and some teams can't, it is
something that is mentally triggering them right now, we're
going to continue to use it."
Dwyer said the game against
Marshall County will be a big
one for the team.
"It's the biggest game of our
season so far, so we're just looking to get the 'W' however we
can, they're gonna have pretty
good pitchers, so we're going to
prepare for that, just put the
machine on high and get going."
The Lakers have one more
game to play in the regular season against Ballard County
tomorrow evening.
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From Page 9A
team of eighth-graders Lauren
Eastwood and Kelly Norton,
freshman Delissa Green, and junior Jordan Tetrev, by .almost 20
seconds over Tilghman.
"The 4x800 gals will be a
force to be reckoned with in the
next few years, because they are
all young," DeBella said. "They
ran very, very well, and they're
only going to get better if they
continue to do that."
The 4x400 relay team of Lilly
Lowe, Eastwood, Tetrev, and
Breanna Turner won the region

by less than a second with a time different story, as sophomore Eric
"We were fortunate to get two
of 4:24.79. The eight-grade Winkler won the region champi- teams in," DeBella said. -They
Lowe took top honors in the onship in the 800-meter run, and ran the times (needed), which got
region's high jump competition the 4x800 relay team of sopho- them into the state.
with a height of five feet even, mores Winkler and Dylan
"We are very pleased with
and will compete in Louisville, Warmack, freshman Hunter that, because if you look at the
she will head into the state meet Bailey. and eighth-grader Jacob boys'4x800, there are two sophoin a four-way tie for the highest Friedrich finished third in the mores, a freshman and an eighthjump in the class.
region. but still qualified for a grader, so as I said, the future is
On the boys' field side, the wild card spot and sit 21st in the bright. If you look at the (girls')
only athlete to qualify was senior state.
4x400, you have three middle
Dustin Harvey, who finished seceded help from schoolers and a junior."
ond in the shot put with a total of
the---.— Friday's. meet_._st...Oursley
44'11.5", and sits 16th in the state a
meet, as the Frazier Cardinal Park will begin
heading into Friday's meet.
'race against
clock' philoso- with the girls' 4x800 relay at 2
As far as track goes, that is a phy worked out for the team.
p.m.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
211 S 12th St • Murray KY • 753-3415
an Haverstock

KHSAA Sports
Prep Baseball
Tuesday
Murray High 13. Cnttenclen-Co 1
Calloway Co 6. Hoplunsville 1
CCA 7. Livingston Central 6
Ft CampbeH 4. Lyon Co 1
Hickman Co 19, Mayfield 18
Mayfield 13, Hickman Co 3
Marshall Co 1. Ballard Memorial 0
St Mary 9. Trigg Co 1
Today
Reidland at Graves Co . 4.30 pm
Thursday
Murray High at Webster Co.. 615 p.m
Ballard Memonal at Calloway Co . 6
pm
Fulton Co at Chnstian Fellowship, 5
pm
Heath at CCA. 5 p m
Paducah Tilghman at Fulton City. 5
pm
Graves Co at Lone Oak, 630 pm
Fiopkinsville at Marshall Co 5 30 pm
Mayfield at Reidland. 5 p m
University Heights at Thgg Go, 5-30
pm
Prep Softball
Tuesday
Murray High 13 Mayfield 3
Lone Oak 11 Carlisle Co 2
Thursday
Ballard Memorial at Lone Oak 5 30
pm
Hickman Co at Paducah Tilghman
5 30 p m
St Mary at Reidland. 5 30 p m
Russeilvale at Tngg Co.. 5.30 pm
••••

Stat. Auto

Eastern Illinois 4, Bradley 3
Louisville 8 Morehead State 3
Tennessee Tech 5, Lipscomb 4
Western Kentucky 11 Eastern
Kentucky 7
Belmont 4. Austin Peay 3
Memphis 13, Tennessee-Martin 3
Thursday
Eastern Kentucky at Murray State 3
pm
SIU-Edwardsville at SEMO. 3 pm
UT-Martin at Morehead State, 4 p m
Austin Peay at Tennessee Tech. 6 p m
Eastern Illinois at Jacksonville State
6 30 p m
Major League Baseball
National League
East Division
W
L Pct
Atlanta
23 14 622
Washington
22 14 611
New York
20 16 556
Miami
19 17 528
Philadelphia
18 19 486
Central Division
W
L Pct
St Louis
21 15 583
Cincinnati
18 17 514
Pittsburgh
17 19 472
Milwaukee
16 2044.4
Chicago
15 21 417
Houston
15 21.417
West Division
W
L Pct
Los Angeles
24 12 667
San Francisco
18 17 514
Arizona
16 21 432
Colorado
13 21 382
San Diego
13 24 351

OVC BasebaH
Tuesday
Murray State 7, No 2 Kentucky 3

•Tigers
From Page 8A
first base to drive in Wilson,
then Carver Lawson scored
after big brother Sawyer's walk
to make the score 6-0.
Grogan then drew a secondstraight walk to plate Blakely,
and a John Lollar single to
right field would score Luke
Brown and Sawyer Lawson,
putting th Tigers ahead 9-0.
Adams drove in the final run
of the inning with a single to
right
driving
field,
in
Handegan.
From there, Johnson said his
team looked confident again,
much like the team that opened
the season with a 13-2 record.
"It was a good win,"
Johnson said. "We felt really
comfortable after getting those
10 in the first inning, and then
what I really like was Zach
came right back out in the top
of the second and took care of
them.
"He did a good job there
going out and keeping them

scoreless, and he did a good job
for the rest of the game."
Grogan scattered four hits
over five innings of work, giving up the lone Rocket run on a
solo shot from Brenden
Phillips in the top of the fourth
inning.
Grogan struck out nine on
the day and didn't issue a single walk.
The Tigers added three more
runs in the bottom of the third
inning to go ahead 13-0, then
wouldn't need to score again
even after Phillip's home run.
The key now. Johnson said,
is to capture whatever it is the
Tigers did on Tuesday night,
and use it again next week
when the Fourth District
Tournament begins.
"We've been struggling the
last three or four games scoring
runs," Johnson said. "We finally did a good job tonight of getting a few, and hopefully that
will roll over.
"We played
well on
Saturday and we played alright

(Monday), but hopefully we
can kind of roll this into
Thursday's game and then
carry it from there into next
week."
The Tigers will close out the
regular season this week with a
Thursday trip to Webster
County, followed by a Saturday
tilt on the road with Caldwell
County.
From there, Murray High
will
prepare
to
face
Community
Christian
Academy in the semifinals of
the district tournament on
Tuesday, May 22.
"We are focusing right now
on really trying to fine tune a
couple of things that we think
are going to be key to winning
the district," Johnson said."We
did some things before the
game today, and I'm not going
to say that it made the difference, but we hit the ball a little
bit better today.
"This is the type of game
that we are hoping we can build
on for next week."

WRANGLERS RIDING CLUB

Cathy Stockdale, Loan Administrative Assistant
with Gold Eagle

would like to thank these businessesfor their donations
which helped make our Spring Fun Show a success...

When you call your bank, do you feel like you're chasing your
tail as you try to get answers to your questions? Not if you bank
with The Murray Bank! At The Murray Bank you call a local
number, not one that begins 1-800. Instead of getting a
recording, you speak with a real member of our community.
Our onsite operations department is staffed by local people
with a passion for providing great customer service as well
as community service. So fetch your phone and call
The Murray Bank today; you'll be in for a real treat.

Auto Zone
Bark Avenue
Beans to Blossoms
Cato's
Clark's Feed (Mayfield)
D.K. Kelley
Dumplin's
Elements
Fitts Block
Hardee's
Hih Burger

Kentucky Lake Equine
Kentucky Lake Oil Co
LDS Portalas
Marshall County CO-op
Murray Home & Auto
Murray UAW
Nick's
Orscheln's Farm & Home
Pencham's
PeniqUe'S
PlistOp11130

Pizza Hut
Rolling Hills Nursery
Rudy's
Southern States Co-op
State Line Ranch & Home
Taco John's
Trador Supply
University Book & Bean
Video Gold
Vintage Rose

405 South 12th Street &
700 North 12th Street
270-753-5626
www.themurrayhank.com

Also thanks to all individuals and members
who made contribution $111totorn, money and work!
Thank You,
Members of Wranglers Riding Club

How Banking Should Be

Member FDIC

GB
—
12
21.2
31.2
5
GB
—
22
4
5
6
6
GB
—
5V2
812
10
1112
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MCCH Home Health celebrates patient birthday
Special to the Ledger
Brandon Holder was the guest
of honor on May 8 at a party celebrating his 18th birthday and
high school graduation. While
many other teenagers celebrate
this kind of achievement,
Holder's was extra special since
his parents were told at birth he
would not live past infancy.
Holder was born with a rare
disease affecting his muscle
tone. Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Home Health admitted
him to their services with private duty nurses when he came
home from the hospital, and

Photo by Melony Bray

have been with him since, even
at school. These nurses were the
ones who put together the party
for Holder, standing proudly
next to him as he greeted the
many family and friends who
attended.
MCCH CEO Jerry Penner
attended the party, which was
held at Mike Miller Park in
Draffenville, and said he was
touched by Holder's story.
"In a retrospective review of
Brandon's life and all this love
and support he has received, 1
was overwhelmed- well, more
like crushed with emotion,"

Penner said. "I can't begin to
express how humbled and proud
I felt standing in the presence of
all these dedicated nurses that
helped this young adult get
where he is today. Starting as an
infant who probably was given
little hope for long-term survival, nurses assisted him with
travelling down an I8-year journey that I'm sure included
countless hours of fear and frustration, understanding, patience
and dedication culminating in
Brandon's graduation."
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Brandon Holder, center, is surrounded by staff and nurses with Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Home Health during a high school graduation and 18th birthday party held recently.
Holder, who was not expected to live past infancy, defied the odds in part thanks to the daily
care of Home Health.

TIRED OF TREATING THE SAME
SYMPTOMS YEAR AFTER YEAR?

This weeks

Fl

Pollen
Index is

HIGH

It's time to treat'the cause...

YOUR ALLERGIES!
We can

address your allergy problems and
improve your qualty of life.
Tested! Get Treated!

I

"Get

Richard:
HGStout,
IR ele/I
"
M.D., P.S.C.

ALLERGY, ASTHMA
& SINUS CENTER
Toll Free 1 -800-756-555 1
Corner of Hwy. 641 & Hwy. 80, Murray
Office Locations: Murray, KY & Union City, TN

Photo by Melony Bray

Calloway County Judge Executive Larry Elkins, seated left, and Mayor Bill Wells sign a proclamation in Murray City Hall declaring May 13-9 National Nursing Home Week. Pictured standing, from left, are Eddie Hale, Calloway County magistrate; Jerry Penner, CEO of MurrayCalloway County Hospital; JoAnna Thomas, director of activities at Spring Creek Health Care;
Missy Liles, activity assistant at Spring Creek; and Sandra Dick, vice president of Spring
Creek.

Spring Creek marks National Nursing Home Week
Special to the Ledger
-Celebrating the Journey, is set
In observance of May 13-19 as to honor all those who conNational Nursing Home Week, tribute to our nation's nursing
Spring Creek recently hosted a homes - residents, family memproclamation signing.
bers, employees and volunteers.
This
year's
theme, National Nursing Home Week is

an annual observance sponsored
by the. American Health Care
Association.

Spring Creek

Health Care is a 226-bed nursing facility located in Murray.
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The City of Murray has the
following tob opportunity:

PURSUANT TO KRS 424.290,"MATTERS REQUIRED TO BE PUBLISHED,"
THE FOLLOWING RACES WILL APPEAR ON THE VOTING MACHINES
AND PAPER BALLOTS IN THE PRECINCTS LISTED IN CALLOWAY COUNTY
FOR THE PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE AND REGULAR PRIMARY ELECTION, MAY 22, 2012.

INFORMATION TECHNOLGY
ASSISTANT
(PART-TIME)

Salary range:

$7.25/hr - $15.00/hr
Apply at www.murrayky.gov
Questions: contact the HR Department
at 270-762-0350
Deadline for receiving applications.
4:00 p.m. Friday, May 25, 2012
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

OFFICIAL BALLOT FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY
PRIMARY ELECTION HELD ON TUESDAY, MAY 22, 2012
REPUBLICAN PARTY
PRIMARY ELECTION

Hie Wanted

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
PRIMARY ELECTION

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center now has

a full-time position for a dietary aide/cook for
nursing home environment. Must be able to
work days, afternoons and weekends, Apply in
person at Lake Way Nursing and Rehab

Melony Bray
ln a procla-

Center 2607 Main Street Benton, KY,
Dsmot v.ATic

ured standof Murrayealth Care;
t of Spring
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Rick SANTORUM
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In CONGRESS
lit Congressional District
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1=1 Charles Kendall
HATCHETT

Ron PAUL

ring Creek

STATE UNIVERSITY
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Milt ROMNEY

sponsored
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1:Z3 Barack OBAMA
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!6-bed nursn Murray.

ALL PRECINCTS

=I James
BUCKMASTER

ALL PRECINCTS

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 11-CI-00319

Civil Action No. 10-CI-00591
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
Successor by Merger to Chase Home Finance, LLC,

VS

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

GARY L. MAY,
MARY E. MAY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 9, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment ofthe
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $61,798.48, plus interest, attorney fees,
etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday,
May 25, 2012, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
101 Gilbert Street, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as
follows:
A tract of land situated in the lbein of Hazel, Calloway County, Kentucky;
Section 34, Township 1, Range 4 East, and being more fully described as follows.
Beginning at a point located on the South right of way line of Kentucky 893
(Gilbert Street), said point being 168.50' East of the center line of First Street.
said point also being 144' East of the Northwest corner of the Hoyt Like
Property; thence North 73°00'00' East and following said right of way 84.88';
thence North 74° 19' 20" East and still following said right of way line 166.76';
thence South 22°33'29" West 88.32; thence South 16°15'45" West 60.31', thence
South 4°18'33' East 34.87'to a point in the centerline of a ditch; thence South
31°11'06" East and following said ditch 63.6W; thence South 81' 34'44' West
133.08% thence South 64°57'32" West and still following said ditch 41.36'; thence
North 12° 3840" West 194.70'to the point of beginning. This tract contains 0.831
acres.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other mineral@ underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerale, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Gary L May and spouse, Mary E. May by
Deed of Conveyance of from Lavelle Stone, an unremarried widow, dated May 1,
2006 and filed May let, 2006, of record in Book 642, Page 116, in the office oldie
Clerk of Calloway County.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit baste of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent 110%) of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing
intereet at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and tally due and
payable in thirty (30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes' shall be ascertained and paid, but the property
shall be sold subject to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.
This 25th day of April, 2012
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner

LEGAL NOTICE
The Calloway County Fire Protection District is
neeking nominations of quilfisd person,' to fill a 4
year term on the Fire Protection District Board
Individualewho are over 18 years of age, are not
members of the Calloway County Fire and Rescue
and pay either real-estate and/or personal property
taxes to the Calloway County Fire Protection
District are eligible to apply. Please mail nominations to: P.0 Box 1106, Murray, KY 42071 All nominstions must be postmarked On or before May 23,
2012. The election to decide which nominee will be
seated will be held on June 23, 2012
Signed
Tlernorsce J Little
Secretary
Calloway County Fire Protection District

Mlle Meal

U.S. BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
AS TRUSTEE FOR BNC MORTGAGE LOAN
TRUST 2006-2, MORTGAGE PASS-THROUGH
CERTIFICATES, SERIES 2006-2,
VS.

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

JODIE L BROWN,
A/K/A JODIE BROWN,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 9, 2012„ in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $82,593.84, plus interest, attorney fees,
etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
Friday, May 18, 2012, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being 1701 Olive Street, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows
Lots No. 47, 48, and 49 in Block B in the College place addition to the City of
Murray, Kentucky, plat to which is of record in deed book 87 page 68 in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. The above making one lot 75 feet
east and west by 150 feet north and south.
Jodie Brown obtained title to the above-described property by deed from
Margaret Mae Waldrop. et al., dated August 10, 2006, recorded on August 11.
2006, in Deed Book 656, Page 198, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court_
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent (10%) of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to
the 2012 ad valorem taxes.
This 24th day of April, 2012
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaocunicies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger .1 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

.
The Place to Start... Murray Ledger & Tirrc,
(270)753-1916

753-BRIZ
Drivers needed. Must
be over the age of 25
with no tickets in the
last 3 years. Call Cathy
after 6pm.
270-753-2749
CONCRETE
labor•rs/fInishers.
Experience only. travel
required.
270-753-2630

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webPar
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetworkcorn.
By default.
Murray aid local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobrsetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
in if you hive any
questions regarding
the Murray area
rob listings. Thaa you.

Fr position in Calvert
City
Dependable person with
basic mechanical skills.
Environmental
Experience & 40 HR
Hazwhopper training a

plus
Must be able to pass drug
screen & physical, obtain
a TW1X card and have
current divers license
Excelknt starting pay &
benefit package
Send Resume to 521 N
5th Street Paducah. ky
42001

Lecturer/Director Center for Economic
Education, Department of Economics and
Finance, Murray State University.
Full time position.
Qualification; Master's degree in Economics
is required. Familiar with the purpose and
operation of a Center for Economic Education
aligned with the Council on Economic Education
and the Kentucky Council for Economic
Education. Demonstrated quality teaching experience at the college level. Demonstrated work
experience, scholarty activity, or professional
certifications to be considered "Professionally
Qualified' for purposes of AACSB accreditation.
Certified Financial Planner or other professional
designations are desired. Responsibilities: The
successful candidate will oversee the activities
of the Center for Economic Education which provides resources and training in teaching economics to K-12 teachers throughout Murray
State's service region. The Director is also
responsible for overseeing Dual Credit courses
offered by the Department of Economics and
Finance in contunction with school districts in
Murray State's service region. Additionally, the
Director is to find ways to further Murray State's
institutional goals and priorities in the areas of
economics and financial education. The Director
will also teach two courses per semester for the
Department of Economics and Finance,
Application Deadline: May 31, 2012.
To Apply: Please visit yowl murraystatejobs corn
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Mummy State University Is an equal
education and employment opportunity,
WF/D, AA employer.
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* MEMORIAL DAY TRIBUTE
000 The Murray Ledger & Times is honoring

Leen
Nonce

BAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, LP
F/X/A COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS
SERVICING LP,

a part-brne position for an experienced dietary
aide for nursing home environment

Must be

able to work days, afternoons and weekends.
PLAINTIFF,

Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing and
Rehab Center 2607 Main Street Benton, KY

VS

NOTICE OF SALE

DENNIS TURNER, FIRST KENTUCKY
BANK OF MAYFIELD,

soldiers past and present with a salute to
our local military personnel.

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center now has

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00391

No phone calls please EOE/AAE

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 28, 2009, and pursuant to subaequent orders, all to satisfy
the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $88,571.39, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, May 25,
2012, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
1014 Almo Shiloh Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows:
A part of Section 34, Tbwnship 3, Range 5 East, and described by beginning at a
stake on the North edge of the right of way of a blacktop public road known as
the Almo Shiloh Road. which point is at the Southeast corner of the land herein
conveyed and at a common corner to the lands of Alma Roberta; thence North on
a common boundary to the land of said Alma Roberta for approximately 768 feet
to a stake; thence West on a common boundary to said Robert for a distance of
approximately 513 feet to a stake; common corner to Darnell; thence South on a
common boundary to Darnell approximately 585 feet to a stake, thence turning
in a Southwesterly direction, but continuing on a common boundary to Darnell,
for a distance of approximately 210 feet ton stake in the North edge of the right
of way of the Almo-Shiloh road; thence East along the North edge of the right of
way of the Almo Shiloh road for approximately 480 feet to a stake which is the
point of beginning. It is intended that all kande presently owned by Grantors and
situated North of the Almo-Shiloh road, and which were obtained by them as
part of the property described by deed which is of record in Deed Book No. 87 at
page Nos. 248-249, are conveyed to Grantees herein.

Faith-based institution seeks full-time teaching
positions in Biological & Computer Sciences.
Both job opportunities require a minimum of a
master's degree with at least 18 graduate
hours in the teaching discipline. Duties require
extensive travel throughout Kentucky and
online in addition to administrative and curricular responsibilities. Full benefits package
offered upon signing contract.

*

And: A triangular tract of land adjacent to the Southwest corner of the 7.241
acre tract occupied by Dunnaway but is the property of R.C. McKinney as per
Deed Book 153, Card 773, and is further described as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the 7.241 acre tract, said point being located on the North Ft/W line of Ky. Highway 464 and at the centerline of an old
abandoned road: thence following the North FM line of Kentucky Highway 464
the following calls: North 63 degrees 52' 13" West 72.06', North 55 degrees 03'
50" West 73.12', North 50 degrees 24' 16" West 110.55' to an iron pin; thence
South 84 degrees 19' 26" East and leaving said roadway 204.50' to a point located in the centerline of the aforementioned abandoned road; thence South 2
degrees 55' 15" East and following the centerline of said road 124.00' to the point
of beginning. This tract contains 0.328 acres and is subject to any additional FM
aloneKy. Hwy 464 as may be of record.
Being in all respects the name property conveyed to Dennis Turner, a single person. by Deed from Brenda J. Leech (Oda Brenda J. Dunnaway), and husband,
Howard A. Leech. dated October 25, 2000 and filed November 1, 2000, of record
in Book 359, Page 298, in the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
Parcel Number: 067-0-0027-A
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent (1O°i of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty 1301 days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold
subject to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.
This 25th day day of April. 2012.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00009

SUNTRUST MORTGAGE,INC.,

VS.

PLAINTIFF'

NOTICE OF SALE

CHERYL BURKETT,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 9,2012.. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $75,584.77. plus interest, attorney fees,
etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray.
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday.
May 25, 2012, at the hour of 10410 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being
2955 Wrather Road, Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described as
follows:
A tract of land at the intersection of the Ellis Wrather Road ibeing a 60 foot
right-of-way) and the Spring Creek Church Road (being a 30 foot right-of-way)
and which point of beginning lies at a point which is the Southwest Intersection
of the right-of-way of said roads; thence South z° 48'2" West for a distance of
180.46 feet along the West right-of-way of Spring Creek Church Road to a point
on Ronny Johnston Northwest corner marked by a r iron rod; thence North 85'
40'45" West for a distance of 624 (erroneously referred to as 824) feet to 1" iron
pipe; thence North 3°18'15" East along the Parrish and Sons. Inc. East boundary
for a distance of 127 feet to a point lying 30 feet South of the centerline of the
Ellis Wrather Road, being the Northwest corner of the tract hereby conveyed and
marked by a 1" iron pipe; thence North 88-521" East for a distance of 300.42 feet
to a point marked by a 1" iron pipe; thence North 88°1210" East for a distance of
177.35 feet to a 1" iron pipe; thence North 87°46'50" East for a distance of 146.15
feet to the point of beginning, marked by a 1" iron pipe and which point lies 15
feet West of the centerline of the Spring Creek Church Road.

Beginning at the Northeast corner or the herein described tract of land, said
point being a /4 rehar set of 30,00 feet West of centerline of Spring Creek
Church Road and 30 00 feet South of centerline of Ellis Wrather Road and 14.28
feet West of an existing iron pin; thence South 1°13'40' West 178,91 feet with the
West side of Spring Creek Church Road to an existing iron pin at the Southeast
corner of the herein described tract of land 16.00 feet West 87'51'37" West
221.96 feet with the Solomon Anderson North Property Line, Deed Book 169,
Card 784 to•#4 mbar net at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract
of land; thence. North 2'59'56" East 155.25 feet with the East side of Tract 1 surveyed this date to a /4 mbar set at the Northwest corner of the herein described
tract of land; thence, with the South side of Ellis Wrather Road, the following
bearings and distances: North 85°57'37" East 86.83 feet to a point: North
86°53'09' East 131.27 feet to the point of beginning. This property is subject to
all previously conveyed easements and right-of-waya
Being the same property conveyed to Cheryl Burkett. unmarried, by deed dated
March 17, 2008 and recorded on March 27. 2008 in Deed Book 737, page 1 in the
Office of the Calloway County Court Clerk
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to defiant
with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in MI within thirty(30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty(30) days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional aerurity. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall he sold
subject to the 2012 ad valorem taxes
This 25th day of April, 2012
Respectfully auhenitted,

MAX W. PARKER
Sdianler Commissioner
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ARTISANS
305-D 12th Street
Murray. KY
3rd shift Maintenance Technician goenin_g
Pella Corporation, established in 1925, is an industry leader in the manufactunng and sales of high quality windows and doors
We are looking for a 3rd shift (working 10:30 p.m.-7:00 a.m. —may
start earlier In the evening based on overtime needs) maintenance
technician to loin our facility In Murray, Kentucky. Starting wage for
this position Is $18.26
SUMMARY OF POSITION:
Diagnose and repair all electrical and mechanical problems in assigned
area and to have the flexibility to help in other areas of the plant when
required. Other duties assigned by department manager as needed.
Must successfully acquire a Forklift Operation Certificate through a training
course.
ESSENTIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
(FUNCTIONS):
•Diagnose and repair all electrical and mechanical problems in assigned
area
•Work with ladders and verti-lifts
•Flexibility of work hours including mandatory overtime when business
needs require.
'Ability to move to different lines and responsibilities.
.Able to safely work with and around moving equipment.
.Ability to learn and rotate to several different responsibilities and/or positions
•Ability to communicate in a concise, polite and respectfui-manner with
team members.
.Regular, dependable attendance consistent with attendance guidelnes es required.
.Operate equipment/tools that require close control, adjustment and following production orders.
.Comply with safety, quality and production requirements and procedures
including NFPA 70E safety.
'Ability to meet the physical requirements of the Job.
-Maintain good housekeeping.
SKILLS:
• Detailed knowledge of area and equipment required
-Ability to work with internal customers
-Read and interpret blueprints and maintenance instructions
,Read and interpret documents, safety rules, and procedure manuals
-Excellent written communication skills
.Computer skills
•Electrical Skills (110V - 480V); troubleshooting, installation, PLC's
.Motor Controls and Pneumatics/Hydraulics
-Knowledge of advanced electrical skills, PLC's, Motor Controls and
Pneumatics/Hydraulics
-Through knowledge of PLC troubleshooting and programming
.Understanding and experience with PM programs
-Rudimentary operation of machine shop tools
-Organizational skills
.Accuracy and attention to detail
-Time management skiHs
-Decision making/problem solving in a manufactunng environment with
minimal supervision.
-Use of hand tools and machinery is required.
-Requires communication skills and the cognitive ability to learn the safety,
quality, and productivity standards.
.Learn, comprehend and implement Lock Out/Tag Out and safety and
quality procedures to assure the safe and proper operation of the equipment.
-Ability to add and subtract two digit numbers and to multiply and divide
with 10's and 100's using units of American money.
-Familiarity with American units of measure for weight, time and distance.
Pella Corporation offers a competitive compensation and benefit package
including health and dental insurance, life insurance, short and long-term
disability insurance, paid vacations and holidays, monthly bonus, profit
sharing, 401k and numerous other benefits.
If you are a high school graduate or equivalent please apply on-line
at WWW.pella.cornicareers
An Equal Opportunity Employer - WF/H/V.
Post offer drug screen and physical required.

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
WOULD like to buy a
Calloway
1972
County High School
yearbook.
270)293-3374

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible.
270-527-1311. MonFri.
gam-3pm
Equal
Housing Opportunity..

150
Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
Sells coins
(US and foreign)
at Trends-n-Treasures
in Murray. We buy
coins/collections and
appraise estates.
Dr. Fuhrman,
270-753-4161

r

appliences
ilal

LARGE 2BR, 26A,
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
MSU. Pets okay with
$450 plus deposit.
References
required. 492-8069,
970-8412.

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

2BR 1BA completely
remodeled, large yard.
No pets. $750/month
including utilities plus
first and last months
rent. Puryear TN 2 references and background check required.
Available May 1st
after
731-676-6936
5:30 PM
IBA
Home.
3BR
Washer/Dryer, dishwasher, C/H/A, garage,
$800/mo 293-3710
48R, 2BA House in
town. Lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
Available 5/15. 309
Woodlawn. 3BR, 2BA.
$575/mo plus security
deposit. 270-474-2520
NICE 2BR Farmhouse.
7 miles from Murray,
Southwest area. $425
plus deposit. No pets
References.
270-435-4226.

Storage Rentals
LARGE
SELECTION

USED APPLIANCES

WARD-ELKINS
605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
260
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
MOBILE home lots
Different sizes, all with
city water. 559-2032

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone.759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

fleef 3omewhere lo

WANTED- caregiver p
fill-in position for elderly
man in Sedalia area.
to
resumes
Send
Caregiver P.O Box 295
Sedalia, KY. 42079

resume MI

731-554-2322
Supply
SCHWARZ
Source. 250 Melvin
Henley Drive, Murray.
KY 42071 immediate
openings for experiwarehouse
enced
workers & forklift. Must
pass pre-employment
drug screens. Must
apply in person.
TAKING applications
for cashier, waitress.
and grill cook Must
have experience Send
remand to P.O box
1040-R, 'Murray KY.
42071.

WANTEDDI! Part-time
housekeeper in mornings thru lunch. Call
270-556-6513

EEL.
SEASONED business
rnan recently moved to
the Murray area and is
looking for a business
If you have a good
business to stall at a
fair price. 270-2546121 or e-mail sarndsugg•gmail corn All
Information guaranteed
to remain confidential.

ALL types PAPER
GOODS: letterheads,
receipts, military, historical Preferably pre1950. 270-293-4510
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
0000 used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

CDM
rentals
office/ret.
A Maple '
Large
space
1 ,000sq.
602 Mapl,
270-753-:
OFFICE '
from new
307 N. 4t
oHiceS, 2
ference r.
tion room
$850 mon
293-8811,
380
Pets •
AKC York
checked.
female. $4

1-573-354
DOG Obei
(270)436400
Ya

HI
CLOTH
-2
Caro
THU 8arn
Tons of
All sizes Americ
Gap, Un
A&F,
Nothing

YARD
4
South
13THU'

We Offer:
*All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812

2BR, 2BA on 1/2 acre
lot. Very clean, yard
mowing included. No
pets.
outside
References required.
$275/m0 plus deposit.
270-623-6314

1 OR 2br apt5. nea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2BR apartment located
on 5435 US HWY641
S. Hazel. 293-774.6,
978-2615
2BR apartments in various locations starting
at $275/mo. Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898
2BR, IBA, all appliances $650/mo.
978-1286
48R, 2BA, all appliC/H/A.
ances,
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from SV/S
2BR from WS
27e-753-S556
l58c Duiguid Dr.
1-R00-545-11133
lExt. 2S3

shy girl,
mens cl
househo

iiore your ifuir

Whitnell Ave.•753-3853

tiorth.wood
STORAGE
1302 14n.s.woos Os, , Moans,,

HIGHWAY f30
454 GRANT Re.• MUSUULY, RIF

MAINTENANCE
Technician - Full Time
for 87 Units in Two
Apartment Complexes
located in Murray and
Mayfield KY. Having
own tools a plus Salary
based on experience. Fax

need of c
270

7am
2011 Clayton, 16x80
3BR, 2BA, vinyl siding
Like Newt
270-489-2525

STORAGE
MOM COMPUTERS
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

•Sec
•Sa
•We
•Vile r
7'
375
Commen

frour Name:

-Biological science position entails serving both
traditional on-campus and off-campus adult student populations. This position may require relocation.

Except: A tract of land heretofore conveyed from Anthony P Marcum, et ux.. to
Solomon D. Anderson, et us.. dated January 17. 1989, and recorded le Book 173,
Card 1200 in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and being more particularly described as follows
A 0,841 acre tract of land an surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray,
Kentucky, December 1988, located at the intersection of Twelfth and Main
Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:

1850
Murra

You can participate by sending a photo
of your active-duty or veteran family
member for inclusion in our military
salute to be displayed Saturday, May
26th. For only $10.00 per photo.
(one person per photo)
Submissions must be received by
Tue., May 22 at 5 p.m.

Except: A part of Section 34, Thwnship 3, Range 5 East, and being described by
beginning at a stake on the North edge of the right of way of Kentucky Highway
464, said point being the Southwest corner of the Rudy L. Whitlock property.
thence North with the common boundary with the Whitlock property for a distance of approximately 768 feet to a stake; thence West on a common boundary
with the Whitlock property for a distance of approximately 125 feet to a stake;
thence South for a distance of approximately 768 feet to a stake in the North
right of way of Kentucky Highway 464; thence East along the North edge of said
right of way for a distance of approximately 125 feet to a stake at the point of
beginning.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Wilse Edwards Dunnaway
and wife, Brenda J. Dunnaway by General Warranty Deed from Donald E.
Robinson and wife, Mary E. Robinson, dated and filed December 9, 1980, of
record in Deed Book 161, Page 1801, in the office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk. Brenda J. Dunnaway derived full title upon the death of her husband,
Wile* Edwards Dunnaway (died November 21, 1997 recorded in Book 270, Page
540), pursuant to the survivorship clause in said deed.
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BIG B
YARD
501
Mayf
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THURS
8am
FLEA mark:
Saturday
month plus 1•
Friday of mo
20x20 spot.
details. Pro.
dors welcorm
public. 753-1
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Public •
SAFE AND SECURE
STORAGE UNITS

270.978. 1 1 07

AUSTIN A
Servi.
All types
Benton,
270-71

270.9 78. 1

430

MULTIPLE SIZES TO
FIT YOUR NEEDS

I 09

Real"

GARLANt
RENTAL
if you've got it, we can store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St

Building lot I.
Candlelite
$11,000 0.B.s
270-293-4-493

VA'
SAL.
1x2

Holds ui
30 wor

Lights, Electricity and 24/7 Surveillance

One Day

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Two Days

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

gust cuocessisy

270-753-2905

Three Days

Murray IL

& Tim
753-19

edger & Times
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Real Estate

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

11/
helton
SAF
953

[

Commerical Prop. For Rent
61

FOR RENT
cum,110-(1,11 road
spaces at best rates
Exceitent location at :
N. 4th St with lot:
parking Spaces ra,
from 750-21005qt:
Spaces can be modilie
to meet individual
needs If you are in
need of office space cal
270-752-0201

.. a

40•
2071

commercia
COM
small
rentals
office/retail space. 500
A Maple St.

ses For Rent
1BA completely
,eled, large yard.
-Is, $750/month
ing utilities plus
,nd last months
'uryear TN 2 ret-s and back• check required.
le May 1st
6-6936
after

'IBA
Home
• r/Dryer, dishr, C/H/A, garage,
0293-3710
2BA House in
ease & deposit
d. 753-4109
Ile 5/15. 309
iwn. 3BR, 2BA.
o plus security
. 270-474-2520
BR Farmhouse.
. from Murray,
est area. $425
-posit. No pets
ces.
•-4226.

• age Rentals
arehousing
MSU $20-50
53-7668

office/retail
Large
offices3
space
1 ,000sq.11 warehouse.
602 Maple St. Call
270-753-8964 for into.
OFFICE Space across
from new Court House.
307 N. 4th. 1600/sqft. 4
officeS, 2 baths, 1 conference room, 1 .reception room. new C/H/A
$850 month.
293-8811, 227-1918
Pets & Supplies
AKC Yorkie pups. ye
checked. Female &
female. $400.00.
1-573-354-2269
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
400
Yard Sale

HUGE
CLOTHES
2216
Cam:Mood Dr.
THURSDAY
8am - 12pm
Tons of clothes!!
All sizes - All brands
American Eagle,
Gap, Under Armor,
A& F, Nike, etc.
Nothing over $5.00!

d E Main
) 753-6266
70) 293-4183
-4 p.m. M-F

- Rentals

efehePe

to

lifer:

e Units
eillance
tricity
Control

CH
GE
-3853

YARD SALE
411
South 8th St.
THUR. FRI
& SAT.
7am - 2pm

All real estate advertNed herein
is sutlect to the Federal Fag
HOU•ing Act u hich makes it
Illegal to advertise In preterowe, limitation or diScnminanon based on race. color., rely
won,sck, handicap tannhal .td.
hls or national origin, or inten
hon to make arl% such peeler,
ewes. Innitatnin, or discrimination
Stale laN, forbid durnmination
in the
rental Or advertising
of real estate based on (actors in
addition to those protected
cinder tederal au
ill know :ugh accept an%
ad% ertising tor real estate which
is not in %!OLIN On Of the !au. All
person, are heteb% inhumed
that all duelling, advertised are
available on an equal opportunity ham..
For timber assistance with Fair
lIciusing Advertising requirements. contact `S AA Counsel
Rene l'. Milan
nah-mon
ii

Ot

.04,111,•

1

41111
Lake Property

FOR sale or lease.
3BR 2BA Lakeiron
property with private
dock. Minimum 1 -year
lease. 270-873-7826.
440
Lots RN Sale
3 lots in Deerwood
Estates Lots 93 & 95
are together vv/electric
pole on property. Lots
282 unit 1 has no
amenities. Call 928427-0058. If no answer,
call 928-231-7239.
460
Homes For Sale
2-for-1. 3BR, dining,
redecorated kitchenbreakfast,
laminate
flooring. C/H/A. new
roof, garage. Additional
I BR house renovated
renting for $500/mo.
Near hospital/MMS.
598,500. 753-8585.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Used Cam

USED TIRES
14, 15, 16 inch
Starling at $20
mounted

8am -?

80
'

, KY

FLEA market every
Saturday of every
month plus 1st and 2nd
Friday of month. $5 for
20x20 spot. Call for
details. Produce vendors welcome. Free to
public. 753-1462 6159
St. Rt. 94 E. in Murray_
410
Public Sale

07

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

09

130

!RES TO
EOM

Real Estate
Budding lot for sale in
Estates.
Candlelite
$11,000 0.8.0.
270-293-4493

e It"
ce
2th St

St
ollance
- Hwy 94E

2007 30ft Maxlite with
12 slide out. Very nice.
$13,500. 753-4606
2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 12ft slideout,
bumper pull.
30ft
$8.995 270-293-4602

97 Kawasaki jet-ski 3
seater. $1,950 00
270-474-2520
1985 Riviera Cruiser
Pontoon Boat 28/ft.
1984 Outboard Evin,
70HP. $4500.00
Call 270-227-9965

In old Barnes Grocers.

THURS & FRI

, Kv

Campers

household items

5000
Mayfield
Hwy 58

YARD
SALE
h.2
Holds up to
30 words
One Day $11.00
Two Days $16.00
Three Days $20.00

Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916

Ilritise for Sale: 120; Nlinoisa Lime, Mtirrin.
22(X)Sq. Ft_ 3 1)4411.4,0ms %%lib 2 masters, 2 bathrooms
S195,000 270-752-6022

All
1-270-753-0353
Carpentry
addiConstruction,
tions, decks, pre-finished hard wood, laminate floors, mobile
home repair, water
damage. Lam/ Nimmo
227-0587, 762-7643
YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 751-1916

Hill Electric
Since l96
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hilIclectnc corn
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

ALL GREEN
LAWN CARE

Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do It All,
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
or visit our website
kentuckylake
remodeling,com
FREE FR-71,1ATFr,
EDWARDS PLUMB
ING
Service calls, new construction,
water
heaters, water lines,
sewer lines. Senior discounts
270-293-5509 or
270-906-2072
FIVE STAR
CONSTRUCTION
We will beat anybody's
prices on
ANY TYPE OE
CONSTRUCTION
including
METAL ROOFS.
•Free Estimates!'
274-2274493

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
-Flight Review
-Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
-24 Hour
Emergency Servici
-Locally owned
-Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
-Trimming
-Removal
-Stump Grinding

$Pirewood
-Insured
(270) 489-2839

GIYH

CONTIRACTING'S
..CONSTRUCTION
LANDSCAPES
Decorative
Fr nc trig
or Dr ck in g
Lic. L- Inc.
FREE
CONSULTATION
(270) 978-2623

6" Continuous Gutters

Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner:
Greg Mansfield

(270) 293-8480

\1 vs,A(.1 \II N.,
weekly & •pecial pick
• locally owned/operated

270-293-7220

759-1151 • 293-2783
204194

Answer to previous puzzle

38 9 4 5 6 27
4 7 1 9 3 2 8 5
6 2 5 1 7 8 3_9
7 9 4 6 8 3 1 2
8 1 3 2 9 5 64
2 5 6 7 4 1 98
1 6 7 8 2 4 5 3
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4
5
1

98 3

7
3

1
6
4

5
7
3

9
5- 4 2 3 1 9 7,6 8
9 3 8_5 6 7 4 1 2
•

8 4 3 26

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Difficultv Level ***

Commercial/Residential
James C. GaIllaters

Pa‘ing.Sealenating
& Hauling
I OM FR ‘N IS

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC

7

6

Services Offered

TIZAVIS
ASH-ALT

BRAD'S
Pressure
Washing. Serving the
Purchase Area for over
12 years. Insured &
tree estimates.
270-519-0913
Custom
Bulldozing.
Free estimates
Greg Renfroe
270-293-0371

_

9

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping,
excavator, back hoe,
hauling. Accept mator
credit cards. 978-0343.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Bs Dal,e Cireen

67
3
9 .7
1 2
,
8 1 4
65'

'

Services Offered

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd 44111
several wen numbers The oblect is to place the numbers Ito 9
in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3e3 box contains the same number only once The (Acuity level
ot the Concepos Sudoku increases from ty4onday to Sunday

SUDOKU
Conceptis Sudoilu

Jones Roofing Co.

www.geelleweebly.com

McCUISTON

(270) 759-0890

ROOFING
77

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING

MI Veer Septic Need'

Instattetion
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Send, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

-Tear Offs
-Recovers -Repairs

and Repair

Locally owned Licensed & Insured

270-293-1924

Services Offered

270-753-2279

Bali girl, %omens,&
mens clothing,

BIG BARN
YARD SALE

Homes For Sale

Murray Ledger di nine, Fair
Housing Act Notice

Call 753-5606
G&C
RAGE and
'OPANE

Homes For Sale

"Guatity workmanship you can depend ont"

Free Estimates

270-293-0354

All the quality...
without all the mess

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

Services Offered

WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-4931
'FREE ESTIMATES'

MITCHELL
BROS.PAVING

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

41 6.

Resider-11Kit
4ns/dilation

1111:RRAl-CALL OM)
LAW\ CARE
ret' c
,
t111111i1..%

at
270-293-4020
kt•Vill

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reliable.
& Dependable
Free Estimates.
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044

LAWN mowing. Free
estimates. Colby Fox:
270-227-9027

Nti,ntellarX:e

Man with Tractor & Dozer
-Bushhogging
-Garden Tilling
-Driveway Grading
Clearing
-Ponds
-Light Hauling
-Lawn & Landscape
Maintenance
27Q-227-0908

ROOF leak? Call a professional. Emergency
roof repairs and complete new roofs. Call
Done Right Roofing
270-492-8421

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, May 17, 2012:
This year you act on a long-term
desire that you hive not revealed
to many people. You could experience moments of insecurity, as
you will tend to take risks. If you
are single, you could date'quite a
few people. Many of them might
not be who you think they are. If
you are attached, you spend a lot
of time together as a couple.
Accept certain idiosyncrasies.
ARIES has a blunt way with
words that can be hurtful.

The

Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Just when you feel a situation is improving, you'll discover the other party seems to shut
down. Though you view this difficult situation to be long term, it
will end this year. Drum up a little
more patience. Tonight: Do your
thing.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** You might choose to say little, yet your mind is on overload
with all of your thoughts. You'll
express yourself succinctly and
gently, in hopes of being heard.
The truth is that you are getting
tired of the situation. Tonight:
Take a break from irritations.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
**** Look to a friendship in
order to make necessary
changes. Clearly what you
thought was OK in the past no
longer is. or at least might not be
right now. Understanding will
help far more than you think.
Trust your sixth sense. Tonight:
Where the tun is. Do not allow a
bad mood to settle in.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** A take-charge attitude
does a lot for getting key matters
handled. You might need to use
that approach for now, because
you really have little choice.
Others respond in a fashion that
might surprise you. Tonight: To
the wee hours.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Allow more creativity into
the most mundane chores or
interactions. You will enjoy your
life so much more as a result.
Recognize what is happening
with someone you put on a
pedestal. This person might not
want to put him- or herself on the
line. Tonight: Wherever there is
music.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might feel as if a
partner wants something you
cannot give. A financial situation

4.0

enrtiPITPtIre"

{270)759-0501

Mowing & trimming.

Small or large yards,
reliable and dependable. Shrubs, mulch,

hauling, gutter work
available. Call Steven.
767-9178 978-7002

till It Until

(270) 226-5444
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone

436-2562, 227-0267

Services Offered

Swims Offered

METAL ROOFS

David's Home
Improvement
1.1.<

THE LAST ROOF YO
WILL EVER NEED!
'Tne rivsz ,i1CW1,;
'Cheaper than shingles
'Insulates & increase,
value of your home
'Energy Star 4Cyr wand'-,
'Quick & reliable
'Licensed & Insured
Stockwell Exteriors
Mike 227-6238

Scarfo
Construction & Roofing

From the Roof
to the Roors
-Free Estimates
-Licensed and Insured

731-487-6456

led!! e

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
YOUR trash is our
treasure. Colson O'Neal
Complete
Clean Up and Yard
Care Service. Free
estimates. 227-8138 or
436-2263

by Jacqueline Blgar
could be wearing you down. You
simply might need to say
"enough," and mean it. Someone
else might give you attitude at
first, but ultimately everything will
work out. Tonight: Dinner for two.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You might be causing your
own problem. Sometimes you
cannot help but reveal your feelings, whether it is with a look or
how you approach a situation.
Listen to suggestions, but also
understand you need a change.
Tonight: Chat over dinner.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Toss yourself into whatever you feel must be done. You
cannot keep putting an important
matter on the back burner. You
see a situation far differently than
others. Your caring comes
through to a family member or
daily friend. Tonight: Get some
extra R and R while you can.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Even if a meeting is diffi-

cult or a friend is irritable, do not
let it bother you. You will soon
discover exactly what has been
ailing this person. Indulge a partner or loved one who is always
there for you. Tonight: Play away.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might need to walk out
the door several times in order to
release your stress. Someone
you believe has no right to do
what he or she is doing might
challenge you. Know that you
can close down if need be.
Indulge an associate or friend.
Tonight, Get a massage or soak
in the tub.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You have a very sunny
way of approaching others that
works on nearty everyone. A situation that surrounds someone
at a distance could be problematic at best. Your sense of humor
helps you lighten up. Tonight:
Hang at your favorite haunt.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)

Carol Chapman / MISD

EMBROIDERY LESSONS: Mickey Horcher, Terri Long and
Carol Whitton, with the Embroiders Guild of America, recently
met with every fourth grade student at Murray Middle School
to teach them the skill of embroidery. For approximately the
past 15 years this group has taught hundreds of students the
stitching art. Pictured are Whitton, left, and fourth grade student, Sherri Tyson,

DORT At4PEt

*** Recognize that not everyone is capable of giving at the

level you can. Center yourself.
then proceed. No one can honor
your interests as well as you can.
A partner might seem disinterested, but he or she could be tired.
Tonight: Buy that item you have
been eyeing.
BORN TODAY
Political analyst Stewart Alsop
(1914), comedian Bob Saget
(1956), singer Enya (1961)
-ea

Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at www.lacquelinebiciar.00111.
(c) 2012 by King Features
Syndicate Mc.

JAZZ:

MONTY:

Black And Tan
Coonhound,
adult, female

Domestic Short Hair,
Black And White, adult,
male

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-F01. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AlA-1
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141

Ten years ago
Murray Electric System celebrated its partnership with a local
telephone provider, e-Tel of Murray.
Fans camped outside of Chen
Theatre with lawn chair, food,
music, and memorbillia in anticipation of "Star Wars Episode II
Attack of the Clones."
Tiffany Gayle Jones has been
notified of her acceptance into the
National Honor Roll. She is the
daughter of Terry and Tresa Jones.
Pictured is Ms. Pearl Whims
celebrating her 100th birthday May
18.
In high school baseball, the Murray High Tigers beat Mayfield 9at Ty Holland Field. Mario
Lawrence's two-run home run in
the first inning got them off to a
big offensive outing.
Stacey Lee, a 2002 graduate of
Calloway County High School,
has been awarded a 2002 Philip
Morris USA Tobacco Farmer Partnering Program Scholarship. She
is the daughter of Terry and Barbara Lee.
Twenty years ago
Recent births reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
May 12 include a boy to Sharon
and Daniel McGrew, Murray. For
May 13, a girl to Kathy and Timothy Stephens, Water Valley.
Van Haverstock was elected president of the 1992-93 Murray State
Racer Club at the club's annual
business meeting at the Seven
Seas Restaurant. Murray.
Nathan Hughes, of Murray, won
first place in level II of the fourth
annual Contemporary Music Keyboard competition at Murray State
University. He is the son of Drs.
Robert and Joyce Hughes.
Thirty years ago
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor of
the Murray Ledger & Times, has
accepted a job as future products
development specialist with MycroTek Inc., Wichita, Kan.
James Brent Curd celebrated his
100th birthday May 9 with an
open house at his home.

Personali Tee's, located in the
Dixieland Center, recently opened
under the ownership of Kathy and
Rita Gibson.
Local orthodontist Dr. Allen H.
Moffitt has been named presidentelect of the Kentucky Orthodontic Association.
Murray Bass Club members who
were winners of Kentucky Bass
Federation Tournament at Nolin
Reserve were Carlos Black, Li.
Hendon, Ricky Atkins, Rick Miller,
Monk Hendon and Neil Stubblefield.
Pictured is Calloway County
freshman Joel Conoley cheering
on the fans while Kelly Jameson
runs wide on a sweep for the
freshman-sophomore squad during
the first annual Powder-Puff football game held at CCHS.
Forty years ago
Gail Russell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W.P. Russell and senior
at Murray High School, had been
granted $600 renewable scholarship
to University of Mississippi.
William R. Wilson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J.B. Wilson and John
Fair Rose, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Rose, had been granted Doctor of Medicine degrees from University of Louisville School of
Medicine.
Fifty years ago
Eddie N. Wells, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Wells. had been granted a research assistantship with
Center for Radio Physics and Space
Research at Cornell University.
New officers of Murray Woman's
Club were Mrs. CC. Lowery, Mrs.
Jack Kennedy, Mrs. James Rudy
Allbritten, Mrs. Rob Huie, Mrs.
A.W. Russell and Mrs. John Nanny.
Sixty years ago
Cpl. Lenith A. Rogers was
returning to United States under
the Army's rotation program after
serving with Seventh Infantry Division in Korea.
Jerry Williams. a senior at Murray State College and son of Mr.
and Mrs. L.D. Williams, had presented his vocal recital.

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. May 16,
the 137th day of 2012. There are
229 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 16, 1868, the U.S.
Senate failed by one vote to convict President Andrew Johnson as
it.took its first ballot on the eleven
articles of impeachment against
him.
On this date:
In 1770, Marie Antoinette, age
14, married the future King Louis
XVI of France, who was IS.
In 1866, Congress authorized

minting of the first five-cent piece.
also known as the "Shield nickel."
In 1920, Joan of Arc was canonized by Pope Benedict XV.
In 1929, the first Academy
Awards were presented.
In 1939, the government began
its first food stamp program in
Rochester, N.Y.
In 1955, American author and
critic James Agee died in New
York at age 45.
In 1961, Park Chung-hee seized
power in South Korea in a military coup.

MOM, -10OW MANY BOYS 010 YOU
DATE BEFORE VOU DECIDED DADDY
[T WAS THE ONE/

r

ENOUGH OF
THEM TO
KNOW THAT
YOUR FATWER
WAS THE
PICK OF THE
LITTER

Women take control of their
health by learning all they can
DEAR ABBY: Between juggling the joys and challenges of
home life and staying productive
at work, its easy for women to
make quick decisions now that
could affect their health later on,
or to miss early signs of medical
problems altogether.
To help women take control
their
of
the
health,
Food
U.S.
Drug
and
Administration's Office
of Women's
and
Health
the General
Services
Administration's Federal
Citizen InforCenter
By Abigail
have created
Van Buren
free
the
Healthy Women's Action Kit. It
contains tips that can help women
of every age. The topics include:
buying contact lenses online, mammograms, hypertension, cholesterol, Pap tests, menopause and
hormones, and more.
Abby. thank you for sharing
this information kit with your
readers, and for faithfully introducing all of us to ideas and
information to help make our lives
better. -- MARSHA HENDERSON, FDA ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR WOMEN'S
HEALTH
DEAR MARSHA: I'm glad to
help get the word out to my readers during National Women's
Health Week that the information
is available for them at no cost.
Readers, among the topics Marsha didn't mention that are also
included are a guide to help you
quit smoking and facts about tattoos, osteoporosis, diabetes and
health scams. The more we know.
the better we can protect ourselves and the people we love.
The Healthy Women's Action
Kits are easy to order. All you
have to do is send your name

In 1975,Japanese climber Junko
Tabei became the first woman to
reach the summit of Mount Everest.
In 1992. the space shuttle
Endeavour completed its maiden
voyage with a safe landing in the
California desert.
Ten years ago: The remains of
kidnapped Wall Street Journal
were
Daniel Pearl
reporter
unearthed in Pakistan.
Five years ago: Anti-war
Democrats in the Senate failed in
an attempt to cut off funds for
the Iraq war.

I KNEW RIGHT AWAY
TWAT HE WAS LOYAL
AND WELL—GROOMED
AND NAD A GREAT
SENSE OF HUOAOR

Wet

I ON THINK I WANT TO SEE
WHAT A FLY CONSIDERS PARADISE

and address to Healthy Women's
Action Kit, Pueblo, CO 81009;
to
online
go
www.promotions.usa.gov/dearabby.html; or call (888)8-PUEBLO
(that's (888) 878-3256) weekdays
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Eastern time.
You can also read the publications online in PDF format, download them to your computer and
pnnt them. Don't wait, because supplies are limited.
DEAR ABBY: The man I'm
_in love with, "Butch," is an alcoholic. He refuses to get help and
has become verbally abusive. He
got a DUI and there's a warrant
out for him because he didn't follow through on his court orders.
I threw him out after he lost his
job.
Butch is homeless now and
has taken up with a homeless
woman. When he's sober he's a
totally different person, and that's
the man I'm in love with. I'm
devastated by his actions and I
want him back.
I am so co-dependent I cry
daily about this. I do go to meetings and I'm trying to move on,
but I have no friends and don't
know where to start to get a life.
Butch's behavior is out of control, and its only a matter of time
before he winds up in jail. Could
you please tell me what to do?
-- LOST IN LOVE IN MONTANA
DEAR LOST IN LOVE: I'm
sorry you're hurting, but pleased
to know you are going to meetings. At some point they will help
you accept that as much as you
love the person Butch was, for
the sake of your health and sanity you must "let go and let God."
Your next step should be to give
yourself less time to brood. Fill
your don-working hours by volunteering -- at a hospital, a library,
a senior citizen's center. That's
where you'll meet worthwhile,
involved people and start building friendships with mentally
healthy people.

MY SALT IS
STUCK!
Dear
I
Heloise:
would like to
know if there
is any way to
SOFTEN
IODIZED
by
TABLE
SALT once it
has hardened. - Elaine, via email
Hmmm -- a good question,
especially if you live in a highhumidity area. There is no recommended way to soften iodized
table salt once it has "caked,"
which is caused by age and moisture, according to our source..A
major manufacturer suggests
throwing the salt away, but will
offer a coupon if you call the
company. Table salt usually is pretty' cheap, too!
While on the topic of table
salt, do you know what is added
to salt to keep it from sticking
together? The answer is calcium
silicate, which is an anti-caking,
odorless, tasteless, white substance
that is mixed in with the salt.
Canning and pickling salt contain no additives at all, so they
are even more likely to lump and
harden when exposed to moisture. -- Heloise
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Slow diabetic neuropathy by
keeping blood sugar controlled
DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
diabetes. Lately I've had some
new, unpleasant symptoms. My
doctor says they're due to diabetic neuropathy. What is this? And
what can I do about it?
DEAR READER: Diabetic
neuropathy is nerve damage that
results from diabetes. The most
common symptoms of neuropathy are tingling, burning, other
unpleasant
sensations or a
loss of sensation.
The most
common type
of nerve damage from diaIS
betes
peripheral
neuropathy. It
the
affects
Di
peripheral
By
that
Dr. Anthony nerves from
extend
Komarott
your spine to
your arms and legs. This condition lowers your sensitivity to touch
and pain, especially in your feet.
It increases your risk of serious
foot injury because if you develop sores on your feet, you may
not feel any pain.
Pain is a warning sign. Without it, you may not notice the
sore, and as a result it may get
worse. People with diabetes have
a hard time healing sores because
their circulation is poor. With diabetic neuropathy, a simple cut or
blister on the bottom of the foot
can become so severely infected
that it won't heal. If the sore
won't heal on its own, the only
solution may be an amputation.
That's why it is so important
for people with diabetes to take
care of their feet. You must carefully check your feet every day
and treat any foot injury immediately. See your doctor about any
wound that doesn't heal.
People with diabetes also can
suffer from neuropathy in parts
of the body other than the feet.
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Nerve damage can lead to problems with digestive, bladder, bowel
or sexual function. This is from
damage to the autonomic nerves,
which control such things as bean
rate, blood pressure, digestion,
sweating and erections. Such damage can cause a variety of unpleasant effects:
-- BOWEL DISTURBANCES.
Eating more fiber may correct
bowel disturbances. If your stomach empties too slowly, a medication such as metoclopramide
(Reglan) may help. For diarrhea,
try an antidiarrheal drug such as
loperamide (Imodium).
-- ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION. Drugs such as sildenafil
(Viagra). tadalafil (Cialis) and vardenafil (Levitra) may help. Vacuum devices or surgical implants
are also options.
-- BLADDER PROBLEMS.Go
to the bathroom every few hours
rather than waiting until you feel
the urge. If this doesn't help, ask
your doctor about drugs or surgery.
-- DIZZINESS. If standing up
quickly brings on lightheadedness,
take more time to change positions. Cutting out alcohol, wearing support stockings and increasing your dietary salt intake may
also help.
-- TINGLING, BURNING,
UNPLEASANT SENSATIONS.
Several types of medicine can
greatly reduce these symptoms,
including tricyclic drugs and certain anticonvulsants. Most of my
patients with diabetic neuropathy
have gotten good relief from them.
We have more information on
diabetic neuropathy in our Special Health Report, "Diabetes."
Learn more about this report at
AskDoctorK.com, or call 877-6499457 toll-free to order it.
nfortunately, we don't have
treatments to prevent diabetic neuropathy. But it can be slowed by
keeping your blood sugar under
control.

SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
REHEATING EGGS
Dear Heloise: To heat a hardcooked egg (Heloise here: with
no shell) in the microwave, push
a wooden toothpick through the
center. Place it on a microwavesafe plate or paper plate, with
the toothpick pointed up to prevent the egg from exploding. Thirty seconds usually is enough time
to make a tasty, warm egg. -Marcia in Manistee, Mich.
Marcia, this is a new hint!
We had a lot offun testing it in
Heloise Central. Do be sure to
cover the egg with a paper towel.
just in case. -- Heloise
PS.: Saw a note posted on a
microwave at a motel: "Do not
heat hard-boiled eggs in the
microwave!"
BROWN SUGAR
Dear Heloise: Instead of putting bread in the bag with brown
sugar to keep it soft, put the
sugar in a freezer bag without
the original wrapping. Flatten it
out while it is still soft and pack
it down. Keep it in the freezer,
and if it gets too hard, put it in
the microwave for about half a
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minute.
You can measure and pack the
sugar, when needed, from the outside of the bag. No sugar on
your hands, and no soggy bread
to pick out of the sugar. -- T.O.,
via email
MAKING BREAD
Dear Heloise: My family
eajoyS; the taste and smell of
fresh-baked bread made in the
bread machine. What we don't
like is the amount of crust the
bread machine produces. So we
use the bread machine for the
hard part, the mixing and kneading, but take the dough out of
the machine before the baking
starts and bake it in the oven.
My mother mentioned this process
for making bread to a friend, and
the friend hadn't even thought of
that possibility. -- Linda in Bellevue, Neb.
LETTER OF LAUGHTER
Dear Heloise: When someone
is trying to lose weight, he or
she complains about losing it first
in the face, and I have just discovered why.
It's from chewing all those leafy
or raw and hard-as-a rock, lowcalorie vegetables. -- Carolyn
Moore, via email
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